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Introduction and Legal Framework

AfriSam (South Africa) Properties (Pty) Ltd (“AfriSam”) appointed Shangoni Management Services (Pty)
Ltd (“Shangoni”) as an independent environmental consultant to undertake an external audit in
accordance to Regulation 34 of the Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”) Regulations (dated
December 2014) (as amended) as published under the National Environmental Management Act, 1998
(Act No.: 107 of 1998). The Regulation 34 Environmental Audit was conducted on the document
Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental Management Programme. Mining Right Holder:
AfriSam (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd., dated October 2012 and prepared by Umhlaba Environmental
Consulting CC, approved in 2013 with Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (“DMRE”)
Reference: GP (199) MR, GP (201) MR, GP (202) MR, GP (203) MR, GP (204) MR, GP (205) MR, GP
(206) MR. In 2003, AfriSam was granted 8 mining licences for 8 different waste rock dumps (“WRDs”)
within the East Rand and grouped together as Cluster One (“Cluster 1”). All the sites fall within the
Ekurhuleni Municipality, within 4 different wards. These dumps are known as: Sub Nigel Mill, Nigel 2,
Nigel Mill, Sub Nigel Betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, West Springs South Reduction and Vogels 2.
Nigel Mill dump was excluded from this Regulation 34 audit as AfriSam received an approved
Section 11 application from the Minister. The Section 11 transfer involved ceding the converted mining
right for Nigel Mill from AfriSam to Econ Mining (Pty) Ltd.
Refer to Table 1 and Figure 1 below for a description and locality map of the various rock dumps.
Table 1: Dump Cluster 1
Name

Mining licence
number

Mining right
expiry

Location

Nigel 2

GP 199 MR

2025

A certain portion of the remainder of portion 69 of
the farm Bultfontein192 IR and a certain portion of
portion 28 of the farm Varkensfontein 169 IR.

Sub-Nigel Mill

GP 201 MR

20201

A certain portion of Portion 30 of the farm
Grootfontein 165 IR.

Sub-Nigel betty Shaft

GP 202 MR

2022

A certain portion of the remainder of farm
Grootfontein 165 IR.

Mill Creek

GP 203 MR

2021

A certain portion of Portion 1 of the farm
Grootfontein 165 IR.

Vogels 3

GP 204 MR

2023

A certain portion of portion 34 of the farm
Grootfontein 165 IR.

West Springs South
Reduction

GP 205 MR

20192

A certain potion of the remainder of portion 81 of
the farm Rietfontein 128 IR.

Vogels 2

GP 206 MR

2021

A certain portion of the remainder of the farm
Vogelstruisbult 127 IR.

1

From review of the letter Application for renewal of mining right in terms of Section 24(1) of the Mineral and Petroleum
Resources Development Act No 28 of 2002 (MPRDA), dated 25 March 2020, it was confirmed that a mining right renewal
application was submitted for Sub Nigel Mill.

2

West Springs South Reduction has not been mined for several years.
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Figure 1: Locality map of Dump Cluster 1.
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For reference purposes, a description of the concept “Cluster”, is explained below:
•

In order for AfriSam to economically exploit the reserves within various rock dumps throughout
Gauteng a combined reserve of greater than 7 million tonnes of rock were required.

•

Rock dumps would initially be screened for gold values and if not viable for gold production would
be crushed for the aggregate industry.

•

Each Cluster of rock dumps was chosen by ensuring the combined reserves of the rock dumps was
greater than 7 million tonnes, the rock dumps within each Cluster falls within the same hydrological
catchment area, the same municipality and in close proximity to each other and a screening and
crushing plant.

•

At the time of applying for a licence to mine the dumps as Clusters, it was requested by the DMRE
that individual mining licences were applied for each dump although only one EMPr was required
per Cluster. The reason for the individual licence was to ensure as and when one dump was
depleted and the dump footprint was rehabilitated, closure of the specific dump could be obtained
without affecting the legal status of the other dumps within the Cluster.

Activity description
The rock dumps were purchased by AfriSam from various gold mining companies and title is held via a
combination of commercial agreements, Section 161 Dump Permits, Surface Right Permits (“SRPs”),
Freehold and mining licences in terms of the Minerals Amendment Act, 1993 (Act No. 103 of 1993)
(“Minerals Act”). These waste rock dumps will all be mined as a single reserve resource for AfriSam’s
East Rand Dump Operations and be processed at an aggregate crushing plant that will be situated at
the Sub-Nigel Mill Dump. A short introduction follows on each of the dumps in Dump Cluster 1.
Sub Nigel Mill:
This dump is located just south east of Dunnottar and located on a certain portion of Portion 30 of the
farm Grootfontein 165 IR, belonging to AfriSam. This dump was actively processed until December
2020 when mining ceased. The dump located on the west of the mine areas was created from material
removed from Sub-Nigel Betty Shaft’s dumps and Mill Creek’s dump. The mining right for this dump
expired on 21 June 2020, however, a mining right renewal application was submitted in March 2020.
Nigel 2:
This waste rock dump is located just north of Nigel and is situated on a property belonging to the local
Municipality and Varkensfontein farmer. The dump is actively being mined by Manlind (Pty) Ltd on
behalf of AfriSam, using their own infrastructure. The mining right for this dump expires on 21 June
2025.
Refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3 below for an illustration of Sub Nigel Mill and Nigel 2.
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Figure 2: Layout of Sub Nigel Mill.
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Figure 3: Layout of Nigel 2.
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Sub-Nigel Betty Shaft:
This waste rock dump is located just south of Sub-Nigel Mill and east of Duduza. The property belongs
to Ekurhuleni Municipality. Only 10% of the original waste rock dump is left on site, with the bulk of the
material having been transported to Sub-Nigel Mill. The material was originally dumped here as Gold
One Betty Shaft’s waste rock dump. AfriSam purchased the dump with the aim of screening the dump
for gold, and if not viable for gold production, crushing the material for the aggregate industry. As of
December 2014, an estimated 108 000 tonnes of material were left on the dump. The mining right for
this dump expires on 9 August 2022. This dump is not currently mined.
Mill Creek:
This waste rock dump is located north west of Sub-Nigel Mill on a certain portion of Portion 1 of the
farm Grootfontein 165 IR, belonging to Ferreira Development (Pty) Ltd. Most of the material belonging
to AfriSam has already been removed from site to Sub Nigel Mill, with only 94 000 tonnes estimated in
December 2014. The material that is still present on site, is contained in relatively small scatter dumps
across the original waste rock dump footprint. The mining right for this dump expires on 9 August 2021.
This dump is not currently mined.
Vogels 3:
The Vogels 3 dump is located south of Selcourt, which is south of Springs. The dump is located on
property belonging to Ekurhuleni Municipality, more specifically a certain portion of Portion 34 of the
farm Grootfontein 165 IR. Only an estimated 6 100 tonnes were estimated to be available on site in
December 2014. The mining right for this dump expires on 9 August 2023. This dump is not currently
mined.
Vogels 2:
The dump is located south of the Vogelstruisbult dam, which is located on a certain portion of the
remainder of the farm Vogelstruisbult 127 IR. The property belongs to the Ekurhuleni Municipality. In
December 2014 it was estimated that about 73 000 tonnes were left on site. The mining right for the
dump expires on 21 June 2022. This dump is not currently mined.
West Springs South Reduction (“WSSR”):
This dump is located between Selcourt and Kwa-Thema Phase 1 on a certain potion of the remainder
of Portion 81 of the farm Rietfontein 128 IR. The property on which the dump is located belongs to
Vereeniging Refractories (Pty) Ltd. The remaining volume left on this dumps was estimated as
366 000 tonnes in June 2015. The mining right for this dump expired on 9 August 2019. An application
for the renewal of the mining right was submitted to the DMRE with a letter of response issued by the
DMRE signed on 17 May 2019. As per the letter as issued by the DMRE, the following “You are hereby
informed that in terms of section 24(5) of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act 2002,
a mining right in respect of which an application for renewal has been lodged shall, despite its stated
expiry date, remain in force until such time as such application has been granted or refused”. Refer to
figures 4 to 8 for the layout map of each dump.
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Figure 4: Layout of Sub Nigel Betty Shaft.
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Figure 5: Layout of Mill Creek.
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Figure 6: Layout of Vogels 3.
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Figure 7: Layout of Vogels 2.
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Figure 8: Layout of West Springs South Reduction.
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and

In terms of section 24N of the National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998 (“NEMA”) the
holder of an environmental authorisation “must manage all environmental impacts in accordance with
his or her approved environmental management programme” and “monitor and audit compliance with
the requirements of the environmental management programme”.
Regulation 34 of the Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”) Regulations (GN R982 of
4 December 2014 as amended) provides as follows “Auditing of compliance with environmental
authorisation, environmental management programme and closure plan:
34 (1) The holder of an environmental authorisation must, for the period during which the environmental
authorisation and EMPr, and where applicable the closure plan, remain valid-

(a)

ensure that the compliance with the conditions of the environmental authorisation and the
EMPr, and where applicable the closure plan, is audited; and

(b)
(2)

submit an environmental audit report to the relevant competent authority.

The environmental audit report contemplated in sub regulation (1) must-

(a)

be prepared by an independent person with the relevant environmental auditing expertise;

(b)

provide verifiable findings, in a structured and systematic manner, on-

(i)

the level of performance against and compliance of an organization or project with
the provisions of the requisite environmental authorisation or EMPr and, where
applicable, the closure plan; and

(ii)

the ability of the measures contained in the EMPr, and where applicable the closure
plan, to sufficiently provide for the avoidance, management and mitigation of
environmental impacts associated with the undertaking of the activity;

(c)

contain the information set out in Appendix 7; and

(d)

be conducted and submitted to the competent authority at intervals as indicated in the
environmental authorisation.

(3)

The environmental audit report contemplated in sub regulation (1) must determine-

(a)

the ability of the EMPr, and where applicable the closure plan, to sufficiently provide for
the avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the
undertaking of the activity on an ongoing basis and to sufficiently provide for the avoidance,
management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the closure of the
facility; and

(b)

the level of compliance with the provisions of environmental authorisation, EMPr and
where applicable the closure plan.

(4)

Where the findings of the environmental audit report contemplated in sub regulation (1) indicate-

(a)

insufficient mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the undertaking of the
activity; or
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insufficient levels of compliance with the environmental authorisation or EMPr and, where
applicable the closure plan;

the holder must, when submitting the environmental audit report to the competent authority in
terms of sub regulation (1), submit recommendations to amend the EMPr or closure plan in order
to rectify the shortcomings identified in the environmental audit report.

(5)

When submitting recommendation in terms of sub regulation (4), such recommendations must
have been subjected to a public participation process, which process has been agreed to by the
competent authority and was appropriate to bring the proposed amendment of the EMPr and,
where applicable the closure plan, to the attention of potential and registered interested and
affected parties, including organs of state which have jurisdiction in respect of any aspect of the
relevant activity and the competent authority, for approval by the competent authority.

(6)

Within 7 days of the date of submission of an environmental audit report to the competent
authority, the holder of an environmental authorisation must notify all potential and registered
interested and affected parties of the submission of that report, and make such report
immediately available-

(7)

(a)

to anyone on request; and

(b)

on a publicly accessible website, where the holder has such a website.

An environmental audit report must contain all information set out in Appendix 7 to these
Regulations.”

An amendment to the EIA Regulations 2014 (as amended 07 April 2017) occurred on 29 May 2020.
The aforesaid amendment provided that where an Environmental Authorisation (“EA”) issued in terms
of, amongst others, the previous NEMA Regulations is still in effect by 8 December 2014, the EMPr
associated with the environmental authorisation is subject to the requirements contained in Part 3 of
Chapter 5 of the EIA Regulations 2014; however, the first environmental audit report must only be
submitted to the competent authority by a date that is still to be published by Notice in the Government
Gazette.

3.

Objectives of the environmental audit

The objectives of this environmental audit are to determine Dump Cluster 1’s compliance with the EMPr
to:
(a) report on(i) the level of compliance with the commitments and conditions of the EMPr; and
(ii) the extent to which the avoidance, management and mitigation measures provided for in the
EMPr, achieve the objectives and outcomes of the EMPr.
(b) identify and assess any new impacts and risks as a result of undertaking the activity;
(c) evaluate the effectiveness of the EMPr;
(d) identify shortcomings in the EMPr; and
(e) identify the need for any changes to the avoidance, management and mitigation measures provided
for in the EMPr.
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Scope and purpose the environmental audit

The purpose of the audit is to determine the level of compliance with the provisions of the EMPr, as well
as for the purpose of determining the ability of the measures contained in the EMPr to sufficiently
provide for the avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the
undertaking of the activity on an on-going basis and to sufficiently provide for the avoidance,
management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the closure of the facility.
Dump Cluster 1 is operating in accordance with, amongst others, the

Environmental Impact

Assessment and Environmental Management Programme. Mining Right Holder: AfriSam (South Africa)
(Pty) Ltd., dated October 2012 and prepared by Umhlaba Environmental Consulting CC, approved in
2013 with DMRE Reference: GP (199) MR, GP (201) MR, GP (202) MR, GP (203) MR, GP (204) MR,
GP (205) MR, GP (2016) MR.
An audit was undertaken in respect of the above-mentioned EMPr as required in terms of the legislative
framework referred to above. This environmental audit report accordingly serves the purpose of fulfilling
the requirements of the NEMA and the approved EMPr.
The audit review period is 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2021.
The audit team is not aware of any information requested by the DMRE for purposes of this
environmental audit.

5.

Methodology adopted for the environmental
audit

The audit was conducted by reviewing and abstracting the commitments (management and mitigation
measures) and conditions from the EMPr and including it in the commitment tables as contained in
Chapter 5 (EMPr) of this audit report.
In addition to assessing the compliance to commitments and conditions, the adequacy of the information
was also assessed through evaluating site activities and verifying such against the descriptions and risk
assessment provided in the EMPr, and whether location specific risks and the necessary specialist
assessments had been considered.

5.1

Audit team

Team Member

Company

Responsibilities

Christiaan
Schutte

Shangoni Management Services (Pty) Ltd

Desktop documentation review,
interviews and site verification.

Brian Hayes

Shangoni Management Services

Quality reviewer

Christiaan Schutte completed a M.Sc. degree in Geography and a BSc Hons. degree in Environmental
Sciences and Geography from the University of Pretoria. He is a registered professional scientist in
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water resources (candidate). He has experience in conducting Hydrological Assessments, Integrated
Water and Waste Management Plans (IWWMPs) and Integrated Water Use Licence Applications
(IWULAs). Christiaan also focusses on conducting environmental audits, such as Water Use Licence
Audits and GN704 Audits.
Brian Hayes is a registered professional engineer (Chemical) with a master’s degree in Environmental
Engineering from the University of Nottingham. Brian has 28 years’ experience in environmental
management and environmental engineering.

5.2

Audit execution

The environmental audit comprised of:
•

A site visit was undertaken, 18 February 2021, for site observation purposes;

•

Interviews were conducted with relevant mine personnel and where relevant contract personnel for
the purpose of assessing documented evidence of compliance with the auditing criteria; and

•

A photographic record of the areas visited during the site audit was compiled, which reflected the
state of the environment and operations at the time of the site visit.

5.3

Rating of findings

Compliance category
Condition/mitigation measure/commitment has been achieved with evidence
provided in the form of a document or site verification.

Compliant

A statement made on an objective basis that does not relate to compliance to
the condition/mitigation measure/commitment but relates to the identification
and assessment of any new risk or impact.

Observation

The failure to comply with, or fulfil the requirements of an applicable condition,
commitment and/or mitigation measure.

Non-Compliant

The condition, commitment and/or mitigation measure is not applicable. A “not
applicable” finding is also noted in event where such condition, commitment
and/or mitigation measure is not yet relevant but is still relevant for future
activities or, relates to activities that are complete and compliance thereto can
no longer be assessed (e.g. Construction Phase activities).

Not Applicable

Compliance has been assessed but could not be determined or could not fully
be determined due to the absence of documentary evidence or confirmation
as to the status of compliance from the client.

Undetermined

The condition, commitment and/or mitigation measure that does not require
any specific action.

Noted
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Assumptions, uncertainties and gaps in knowledge

Although all reasonable attempts were made to verify comments made during interviews held through
further record/documentation assessments, it is assumed that such comments provided are a true and
accurate reflection, unless otherwise indicated in the report. In an event where insufficient information
was provided to support compliance, the auditors’ general approach was to indicate that such
commitment could not be verified. Such detail is provided in Chapter 5 of this report.
Observations made represent the status quo, although where applicable and supported through records
and interviews, commitments for further actions planned by the mine have been considered.

6.

EMPr environmental audit

The content of this Chapter aims to indicate the mitigations measures and conditions that were provided
for within the approved EMPr, to minimise the significance of the impacts identified, and to indicate the
progress made by the operation with regards to the implementation of- and compliance to- the mitigation
measures and conditions. Objective evidence as requested and reviewed, in conjunction with
observations made during the site audit, were used to determine the operation’s implementation of- and
compliance to- the mitigation measures and conditions.
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Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental Management Programme. Mining Right Holder: AfriSam (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, dated October
2012, approved 2013, DMRE Reference: GP (199) MR, GP (200) MR, GP (201) MR, GP (202) MR, GP (203) MR, GP (204) MR, GP (205) MR, GP (206) MR.
Environmental Management of Sub Nigel Mill Operation (Section 11.1 of the approved EMPr)3
Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Generate and maintain an up-todate mine plan that consider the
final closure requirements, i.e.,
ensure plans do not hinder or
prevent the implementation of the
closure plans.

LOM

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

-

-

Mining at Sub Nigel Mill appears to be taking place according to the
plans referenced above, specifically AfriSam South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
Sub Nigel Dump – Working Plan.

-

-

From review of a sample of environmental meeting minutes, Sub
Nigel Environmental Planning Minutes, dated 15 July 2019, it was
observed that the topics listed in this commitment are discussed and
considered during these meetings.

-

-

From the minutes referenced above, it was observed that concerns
are discussed during the meeting, as well as findings from the
previous external audit, and an action plan compiled. One aim of the
action plan is to strive towards environmental compliance.

-

-

During the audit review period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2021,
mining was undertaken at Sub Nigel Mill until March 2020 when
mining ceased due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
From review of the documents listed below, it was observed that
Dump Cluster 1 generates and maintains up-to-date mine plans. The
plans do not appear to hinder or prevent the implementation of the
closure plans.
•

Mining Works Programme Reporting – Cluster 1, dated 2019 and
prepared by AfriSam;

Generate and maintain medium and
short term mine plans in order to
achieve the long term mine plan.

11.1.1
Mine
Planning

1. Mine Plans

Through
effective
mine
planning,
mining can take
place in a manner
that minimises the
footprint
of
the
mining impacts and
ensure that mining
activities considered
environmental
parameters.
Mine planning has
no
negative
environmental
impacts and can be
deemed
as
a
positive impact:
No
significant
negative
impact
identified.

LOM

•

AfriSam Regulation 2.2. Plans;

•

AfriSam (South Africa) Properties (Pty) Ltd – Dump Cluster 1.
Annual and 10 - Year Rehabilitation Plan, dated October 2016
and prepared by Shangoni Management Services; and

•

AfriSam South Africa (Pty) Ltd. Sub Nigel Dump – Working Plan,
dated 27 February 2020.

Mine in accordance with the mine
plan.

Daily

The following environmental issues
will be discussed and considered
during mine planning meetings:
•

Final closure requirements

•

Storm water control

•

Environmental

monitoring

results

cause

–

the

of

exceedances of guidelines /
standards must be determined

Biannually

and corrective action decided.
•

Concurrent

rehabilitation

requirements
•

Environmental

complaints

received, if any.
The outcome of the discussions will
form the basis of the environmental
compliance for the ongoing mine
plan.

3

Note that this table is only relevant to the Sub Nigel Mill operation. Mining at Sub Nigel Mill temporarily ceased since March 2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Timeframe

Update and submit to the DMR the
statutory mine plans developed by a
qualified surveyor as per regulation
17(28) of Mines Health and Safety
Amendment Act, Act No. 72 of 1997.

Mine Planning
(2. Annual
Plans)

Mitigation Measures

Mine

Annually

Dust from material handling:
•

Material

handling

will

be
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Mine personnel indicated that mine plans are updated annually and
submitted to the DMRE. From review of, amongst others, the mining
works programme, the Regulation 2.2 Plans and the working plan for
Sub Nigel Mill, it was confirmed that the mine plans are developed by
qualified surveyors (Premier Mapping CC).

-

-

Mine personnel indicated that mining activities are temporarily
stopped during periods of high winds.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

temporarily stopped during high
winds, which result in dust
1.
Dust
from
material handling
Dust is generated
during the material
handling activities
and the transport of
the rock to the plant:
Medium
significance.

All employees receive ongoing training in their specific job
description. Further, from review of the documents listed below,
employees including machine operators, are made aware of the legal
requirements regarding dust management and the need to reduce
dust emissions.

plumes been blown off site.
•

•

Machine

operators

will

be

trained

best

techniques

to

operate

the

machinery

to

LOM

•

Compliance Risk Management Plan – National Environmental

reduce dust generation (such

Management: Air Quality Act 39 of 2004, dated September 2017

as reduce drop heights).

and prepared by AfriSam;
•

When mining the dump, a

AfriSam Compliance Management Training, dated February
2019 and prepared by AfriSam.

barrier of material will be left
upwind of the dump. This is to

From review of the EMPr it was observed that the prevailing wind
direction is mostly from the north and east. During the site inspection
it was observed that a barrier of material is left upwind of the dumps.

protect the mining activities
from the prevailing wind.

Various pre-use inspection sheets were provided for review. From
review of these sheets, it was observed that daily inspections are
carried out on machinery at Sub Nigel, and include:
11.1.2

•

Mining

Category A items:
o

Seatbelts, reverse alarms, hand brake, foot brake, steering,
hooter, lights, mirrors, fire extinguisher, wheel nuts, tyre

2. Noise

Noise:

Noise will result from
vehicle activities:

•

pressure, stop blocks and brake test.

All vehicles will be serviced
regularly

Low-medium
significance.

to

ensure

noise

Per
maintenance
schedule

•

Category B items:
o

emissions are minimised.

Joystick controls, strobe light, V-belt tension, control valves,
water level, engine oil level, hydraulic oil level and battery.

•

Category C items:
o

Lifting mechanism, oil leaks, exhaust condition, radiator
clean, grease, clean and wash and clean air filter.

From review of the detailed Vehicle Service Log for Sub Nigel, it was
observed that vehicles are regularly serviced.

3. Water pollution
Water
pollution
could result from
uncontrolled runoff
from the exposed
areas on the dump:

•

Concurrent
should

be

rehabilitation
implemented

to

promote free drainage and to
minimize or eliminate ponding
of storm water on site.

LOM

According to the EMPr, the act of crushing stockpiled rock material
that was the by-product of historic gold mining, is an ongoing form of
rehabilitation, i.e., by removing the rock dump and re-establishing the
natural topography of the site. Once the rock dump is removed, the
land will then be available for alternative land uses such as housing.
During the audit review period, mining was undertaken at Sub Nigel
Mill (although temporarily ceased since March 2020 due to the Covid19 pandemic). This mining away of the dump is considered
rehabilitation as it contributes to the removal of the dump.
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Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Medium
significance.

Compliance review and rating
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

-

-

-

-

However, this commitment requires concurrent rehabilitation. This is
considered to mean rehabilitating areas that become available as
mining of the dump progresses. However, as infrastructure (plant,
offices, etc) are now located in areas where the dump was mined
away, there are no areas currently available for concurrent
rehabilitation, i.e., ripping, seeding, etc. Therefore, a “Not applicable”
finding is recorded. However, this commitment will find applicability
once areas become available for concurrent rehabilitation.
•

Divert storm water runoff from
the

site

(using

appropriate

trenches,

drains

or

berms)

away from potentially polluting
areas such as the:
o

Workshop and oil

LO

separator,

•

o

scrap yard

o

diesel dispensing areas,

o

the transformers,

o

the stockpiles.

From review of the report AfriSam Sub Nigel Storm Water
Management Plan, dated November 2015 and prepared by iLanda
Water Services CC, it was observed that a storm water management
plan was developed for Nigel Sub Mill. From review of the report, very
limited defined storm water management infrastructure exists within
the operations. Storm water that is generated on the site flows to
localised low points where it either evaporates or infiltrates, with no
way to flow off site as the remaining dump acts as a barrier (iLanda
Water, 2015).
The oil storage area, workshop, chemical storage facilities, etc, are
supplied with bund walls. Water quality sampling showed that the
sediment is the only parameter of concern in the storm water from the
dirty areas (iLanda Water, 2015). Sediment is managed in the existing
storm water management concept and the current storm water
management concept is adequate. The storm water management
infrastructure around the servicing areas is adequately sized.

The mine must implement and
maintain appropriate structures
to divert “clean storm water”
generated off site around the
mining area. All “dirty storm

LOM

water” falling on the mine must

As previously discussed, affected runoff water at Sub Nigel is
contained in low lying areas in the plant footprint area and allowed to
evaporate. The oil storage area, workshop, chemical storage
facilities, etc, are supplied with bund walls. Clean surface water runoff
is directed around the operation.

be captured and used for
processing purposes.
•

Inspect

storm

water

management structures such
as berms, drains or trenches
and

if

necessary

fixed

or

Monthly from
Oct to Mar.

cleaned to ensure the ongoing

Further thereto, monthly Examine and Make Safe inspections are
conducted with examples of such provided for review. Such
inspections include for water drainage on site.

effectiveness of the storm water
management measure.
Visual:
•

Mining will be performed in a

LOM

During mining of the Sub Nigel Mill, the mining face seemed to have
progressed systematically, as observed through review of available
historic imagery in Google Earth.

-

-

LOM

No housekeeping concerns were identified, with the site being in a
good and neat condition.

-

-

LOM

From review of the document AfriSam Regulation 2.2. Plans, plotting
the mining right area for each dump in Google Earth and by examining
historical aerial images of the area, it was observed that mining
activities are contained to the existing footprints and that the dump
footprints were not enlarged.

-

-

systematic fashion.
Mining activities will
be visual from the
surrounding

•

Areas:

•

Low significance.

As mentioned above, limited storm water structures are present on
site. From review of the Sub Nigel Environmental Planning Minutes,
dated 15 July 2019, it was observed that storm water concerns
highlighted in the previous external audit was identified with
rectification actions specified.

Good housekeeping will be
maintained at the operation.
Mining

activities

contained

to

the

will

be

existing

footprint of the dump and the
dump

footprint

will

not

enlarged over the life of mine.

be
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

A review of the report Afrisam National Environmental Monitoring,
Sub-Nigel – December 2020, dated 22 January 2021 and compiled
by WSP confirmed that dustfall monitoring is conducted around the
mine boundary area.

-

-

The December 2020 dustfall monitoring report confirmed that the
dustfall rates at the majority of the sites did not exceed the daily limit.

-

-

Dust:
•

Dust at the crushing operation
will

be

managed

by

implementing the following:
o

Implement dust
suppression methods
during initial tipping of
material.

o

Implemented dust
suppression methods at
transfer points.

o

No processing activities were undertaken at the time of the site
verification. Therefore, no dust was being generated.
Daily

Undertake daily cleaning

Sprayers are located at the receiving bins as well as transfer points
as a means of dust control for when processing is undertaken. No
concerns regarding build-up of fines were identified.

around the crushers and
the plant to ensure that
the build-up of fines is
Dust is generated
during
materials
handling, crushing
and
screening
activities:

11.1.3.

Processing

prevented.
•

Ensure that dust suppression
systems are effective in spraying
the whole area where dust

Medium
Significance

suppression is required.
•

Monitor

dustfall

through

the

out

levels

monitoring

Monthly

campaign.
•

Monitor the success of these
management measures (see
Section11.7.1):
o

Dust fallout rates on the
mine boundary must not
exceed 1 200mg/m2/day

Daily

as per SANS 1929.
•

The

mobile

screening

The December 2020 dustfall monitoring report confirmed that
monitoring point ASNd-7 exceeded the daily limit during the months
of August, October, November and December 2020.

The plant was not operational at the
end of December 2020.
Should the plant start up again in
future, mitigation measures to curb
dust at this monitoring point is to be
instituted.

At recommencement
of the plant.

The screening plant at Sub Nigel Mill is a fixed plant and is shielded
from the prevailing wind condition by the dump that forms a barrier.

-

-

Refer to the mining commitments above for a discussion regarding
daily inspections of vehicles, and maintenance that is done as
required.

-

-

plant

should, at all times, positioned
out of the way of the prevailing
wind.
Noise:
Noise is created as
a result of materials
handling, crushing
and
screening
activities:

•

All vehicles used for processing
purposes

will

regularly

to

be

serviced

ensure

emissions are minimised.

noise

As per the
service
schedule
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Low
–
medium
significance

•

Crusher

will

regularly

to

Timeframe

be

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Biannually

As previously discussed, vehicles and machines at Sub Nigel Mill are
regularly inspected and serviced. No mining or processing is currently
undertaken at Sub Nigel Mill. AfriSam has implemented a care and
maintenance plan to ensure the site is maintained. This was
confirmed through a review of the document CMN – Care and
Maintenance Plan (Sub Nigel), prepared by AfriSam.

-

-

LOM

A review of the report Afrisam National Acoustic Monitoring, SubNigel Quarry – July 2020, dated November 2020 and compiled by
WSP, confirmed that noise monitoring is conducted on site, with all
monitoring locations below the SANS industrial day time guideline of
70 dB (A).

-

-

No concerns regarding oil spillages were observed.

-

-

LOM

The remaining portions of the dump at Sub Nigel Mill act as a barrier
that visually shields the mining operations.

-

-

LOM

Mine personnel indicated that when mining is undertaken, the
pipelines are checked regularly to ensure there are no leaks. As
mentioned before, mining at Sub Nigel Mill ceased in March 2020.
Therefore, the wash plant was not in use and no sediment rich water
was being pumped to the settling ponds. No concerns in this regard
were noted.

-

-

maintained

ensure

noise

emissions are minimised.
•
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Monitor noise levels through
the monitoring campaign.

•

Monitor the success of these
management measures (see
Section 11.7.2):
o

Noise levels on the mine
boundary must not exceed
70dB (A) as per SANS
10103.

Hydrocarbon spills
from the plant may
occur
during
crushing
and
screening and this
may
contaminate
surface and ground
water:

Water Pollution:
•

In the event of
an oil spill

Refer to Section 11.3.1

Medium
significance.
Visual:
•

Ensure that all the mining
equipment

is

placed

in

a

The fixed plant is
visual
from
surrounding areas:

position that results in it being

Low significance.

to minimise its off-site visibility

visually obscured with the goal
and

thereby

impact

reducing

on

the

surrounding

interested and affected parties.

11.1.4.

Washing Plant

Sediment rich water
is a resultant from
the
washing
process. Should a
leak occur during
the pumping of the
water
into
the
settlement pond or
settlements fill up
the pond, it will
impact
on
the
adjacent
surface
water resources or
the ground water
resources:
Medium significance

Water:
•

Water

associated

with

the

washing plant will be recycled
and

the

pipelines

will

be

checked to ensure there are no
leaks in the system.
o

If monitoring highlights a
leak then it must be fixed
immediately.
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Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Daily

The wash plant was not operational and the area surrounding it was
in a good condition with no housekeeping concerns identified.

-

-

LOM

The entire Sub Nigel Mill, including the settling ponds, are fenced off
with strict access control measures implemented to prevent
unauthorised entry of community members. Additionally, there is also
a fence around the settling ponds (internally fenced off) to prevent
unauthorised access of employees.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Visual:
The wash plant is
visual
from
surrounding areas:

•

The area around the washing
plant must be keep neat and
tidy with the implementation of

Low significance.

good house keeping
The ponds are deep
(4m) and should
people or animals
fall, fatality may
occur:

Accidents:
•

Ensure the ponds are fenced to
protect

community

and

employees from drowning.

Medium significance

Mine personnel indicated that the dropping distance is kept at the
minimum distance necessary and that mining activities are
temporarily stopped during periods of high winds.

Dust:
•

Dust from stockpiling activities
will

Dust is created at
the transfer point
from the crushing
plant
onto
the
stockpile and during
material
handling
from the stockpiles
adjacent to the plant
to the permanent
stockpile:

be

reduced

implementing

any

following

from
of

All employees receive ongoing training in their specific job
description. Further, from review of the documents listed below,
employees, including machine operators, are made aware of the legal
requirements regarding dust management and the need to reduce
dust emissions.

the

management

measures:
o

Medium
significance.

Keep the initial dropping

LOM

•

Compliance Risk Management Plan – National Environmental

distance from the plant

Management: Air Quality Act 39 of 2004, dated September 2017

onto a stockpile minimum.

and prepared by AfriSam; and

o

Enclose the transfer point

o

Restrict stockpiling

•

AfriSam Compliance Management Training, dated February
2019 and prepared by AfriSam.

activities during high

From review of the EMPr it was observed that the prevailing wind
direction is mostly from the north and east. During the site inspection
it was observed that a barrier of material is left upwind of the dumps.

winds.
Visual:
11.1.5.

Stockpiling
Products

of

•

The maximum height of product
stockpiles must be determined
based on their visibility off-site
i.e.

The stockpiles are
visual
from
surrounding areas:

minimise

the

off-site

LOM

visibility of the stockpiles to
reduce

Low significance

their

surrounding

impact

on

interested

and

As mining temporarily ceased in March 2020, the product stockpiles
were small, and no concerns were identified where these stockpiles
are visible from off-site. The Sub Nigel Mill dump also acts as a visual
barrier for these product stockpiles.

affected parties:
o

Product stockpiles may
not exceed this height.

Daily

Water Pollution:
No description:
Medium
significance.

•

Where possible, direct storm
water away from the stockpile
area

by

appropriate

implementing
storm

management system.

water

LOM

As previously discussed, affected runoff water at Sub Nigel is
contained in low lying areas in the plant footprint area and allowed to
evaporate. The oil storage area, workshop, chemical storage
facilities, etc, are supplied with bund walls. Clean surface water runoff
is directed around the operation.
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

•

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Process water used on site is sent back to the settlement dam.
However, this commitment requires storm water falling in the
stockpile area to be captured for use in the process. However, this is
not aligned with the current on-site practice where storm water
generated at the stockpiling area drains to localised low points where
it either evaporates or infiltrates (iLanda Water, 2015). Therefore, an
“Observation” finding is recorded.

AfriSam is to ensure that it captures
all water and returns it back to the
settlement dam, if the plant
becomes fully operational again.

At recommencement
of the plant.

-

-

-

-

-

-

LOM

As previously discussed, vehicles and machines at Sub Nigel Mill are
regularly inspected and serviced. No mining or processing is currently
undertaken at Sub Nigel Mill. AfriSam has implemented a care and
maintenance plan to ensure the site is maintained. This was
confirmed through a review of the document CMN – Care and
Maintenance Plan (Sub Nigel), prepared by AfriSam.

-

-

Daily

Mine personnel indicated that security guards / weighbridge operators
inform vehicle operators should the vehicle be in an unsuitable state.

-

-

Capture storm water falling
within the stockpile area for
process use.
o

Monitor storm water

Annually

management channels for
build up of fines and
o
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if necessary clean them.

Although limited storm water management channels exist on site,
mine personnel indicated that storm water structures are visually
monitored and cleaned when build-up of fines are noted. No concerns
were identified in this regard.
Water quality sampling showed that the sediment is the only
parameter of concern in the storm water from the dirty areas (iLanda
Water, 2015).

Noise:
Noise from vehicles,
is created during
stockpiling:

•

All vehicles used for stockpiling
will be serviced regularly to

As per service
schedule

ensure noise emissions are

Low significance.

minimised.

As previously discussed, vehicles and machines at Sub Nigel Mill are
regularly inspected and serviced. No mining or processing is currently
undertaken at Sub Nigel Mill. AfriSam has implemented a care and
maintenance plan to ensure the site is maintained. This was
confirmed through a review of the document CMN – Care and
Maintenance Plan (Sub Nigel), prepared by AfriSam.

Dust:
•
Dust is created
during
material
handling and vehicle
entrainment since
roads to the dumps
are gravel:

No vehicle leaving the site will
be overloaded.

•

Speed

limits

will

be

implemented.
•

Daily

Dust from active haul roads will
be reduced through wetting the

Medium
significance.

Mine personnel also confirmed that dust suppression is conducted
when mining is undertaken through the use of water browsers, and a
sprinkler system. Haul roads were observed to be in a good condition.

road on all non rainy days.
•

This mitigation measure could not be confirmed as no mining was
undertaken during the site verification with no documentation to
support that it is being done (for example a procedure or similar
evidence). However, as mine personnel indicated that vehicles
leaving site are not over loaded (when mining is undertaken) and that
speeds limits are adhered to, a provisional “Compliant” finding is
recorded.

Maintain haul roads in a good
condition

Noise:
11.1.6.

•

Dispatch
of
Products from Site

All vehicles / equipment used in
mining

to

be

fitted

with

appropriate

noise

reduction

technology

which

will

be

maintained to ensure continued

Noise is created
during
material
handling:

effectiveness.
monitored

Low-medium
significance.

This
through

will

be
the

implementation of occupational
noise monitoring.
•

Security guards / weighbridge
operators will inform vehicle
operators should their vehicle
be in an unsuitable state in
terms of noise.
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Mitigation Measures
•

Timeframe
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Daily

Mine personnel indicated that when mining is undertaken, the
weighbridge is utilised. As previously discussed, daily vehicle checks
are carried out and the vehicles are serviced as required.

-

-

Biannually

Mine personnel indicated that when mining is undertaken, spot
checks on the vehicles are carried out and that disciplinary action is
exercised on vehicle drivers if necessary.

-

-

Once informed, it will be up to
the vehicle operator to ensure
that the vehicle is fixed /
maintained

before

been

allowed back onto the mining
property.
The current traffic
from the mining
operation
(clients
transporting
products from the
mine) will have an
impact
on
the
communities
through which the
vehicles
travel.
These
impacts
include:
•

Social impacts / traffic:
•

Use weighbridge at all times for
all haul vehicles leaving the
mining

•

not

obviously

but is not limited to:
o

Ensure the vehicles are
not leaking oil and / fuel.

is

o

Ensure the exhaust
emissions are not

poorly,

excessive.

this could result
spillage

are

unroadworthy. This includes,

product or the

in

prevent

Visually check that haul cartage
vehicles

overloaded with

loaded

to

overloading.

If vehicles are

product

area

of

o

The bucket of the vehicle

product on the

can contain the products

road

being collected.

or

onto

cars. This will
result in off-site
social

impacts

such

as

damage

to

public vehicles
(i.e.

cracked
dust

Carry out spot checks on haul
vehicles:

windscreens),
or

•

from

o

spilled product

vehicles travel along

on public roads
(particularly
locations

at
with

excessive

or

regular spills).
•

Deterioration of
the

roads,

particularly
residential

in

Check whether the haul
agreed routes.

o

Take disciplinary action on
vehicle driver if necessary.
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Aspect

Potential Impacts
areas
where
the

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

Follow-up with DWS on the WULA.

Ongoing

road

surface was not
designed
handle

to
heavy

vehicles.
•

Increased
accident
potential given
that

haul

vehicles travel
slower
other

than
traffic

resulting in the
need

for

overtaking:
Medium
significance.
From review of the document Integrated Water and Waste
Management Plan for AfriSam (South Africa) Properties: (Pty) Ltd:
Sub Nigel Mill, dated April 2019 and prepared by M2 Environmental
Connections (Pty) Ltd, it was observed that a water use licence
application (“WULA”) was submitted for the following water uses:

Legal requirements:
•

Ensure that all water use and
storage is legally compliant – in
accordance with Section 21 of

•

Section 21(a): Taking of water;

•

Section 21(c): Impeding the flow of the tributary of Blesbok

LOM

Spruit;

the NWA.
•
11.1.7
Support
Services
and
Activities

11.1.7.1 Water
Supply
(Potable Water)

There
are
no
negative
impacts
associated with the
mine
obtaining
potable water from
the
Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan
Municipality.

o

If necessary apply for the

Section 21(g): Disposing of waste in manner which detrimentally
impact on resource; and

relevant legal permissions.

•

Section 21(i): Altering, bed and banks of tributary of Blesbok
Spruit.

The WULA is still pending approval from the DWS.
•

If there is a change in water use
or

storage

at

the

mine,

determine whether a license /

When
required.

The WULA discussed in the commitment above includes application
for exemption to the requirements of GN704. Specifically, for
Regulation 4 (a) and (c), and for Regulation 5.

-

-

Monthly

From review of the excel sheet Sub Nigel Water Balance Diagram, it
was observed that a water balance diagram including volumes of
water used, was compiled.

-

-

exemption is required, in terms
of the NWA or GN 704.
Water balance:
•

Compile

a

water

balance

diagram

where volumes of

water used is recorded.
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Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures
•
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Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Monthly

Although a water balance diagram was provided, it appears that the
water balance is not updated monthly, as specifically required by this
commitment. Mining temporarily ceased since March 2020 and water
is not currently used in the process, however, water was still used for
a large part of the audit review period.

AfriSam is to ensure that the plant
updates the water balance as
required by this commitment, should
the plant be recommissioned in
future.

At recommencement
of the plant.

Daily

Mine personnel indicated that when mining is undertaken, the
pipelines and pumps are checked daily to ensure there are no leaks.
As mentioned before, mining at Sub Nigel Mill ceased in March 2020.
Therefore, no water was being pumped.

-

-

-

-

NA

In additional to water obtained from the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Municipality, water will also be sourced from boreholes. As previously
discussed, a WULA was submitted to the Department of Water and
Sanitation (“DWS”) in April 2019 and included application for Section
21(a).

-

-

LOM

As previously discussed, the current on-site practice of storm water
management regarding runoff generated at the stockpiling area,
involves affected runoff draining to localised low points where it either
evaporates or infiltrates (iLanda Water, 2015). However, neither the
above-mentioned report nor the updated IWWMP (Integrated Water
and Waste Management Plan for Afrisam (South Africa) Properties
(Pty) Ltd: Sub-Nigel Quarry, dated 2019 and compiled by Menco)
provide information regarding the capacity of the ‘localised low points’
to contain the 1:50-year flood event, as required by GN 704,
specifically Regulation 6(d). It could not be determined if these
localised low points are able to contain the 1:50-year flood event.
Therefore, an “Undetermined” finding is noted.

AfriSam is to ensure that low points
are capable of accomodating the
1:50 year flood event, if the plant is
recommissioned again in future.

At recommencement
of the plant.

The water balance must be
updated monthly.
o

Large unexplained
fluctuation of water use
month on month will
be investigated. Feedback
from the investigation will
be used to mitigate future
fluctuations.

•

Inspect water pipelines and
pumps for any leaks.
o

Leaks must be fixed within
a day.

Employee awareness:
•

Make employees aware of the
importance
conservation

of
and

water
the

Environmental
awareness.

importance of reporting water

Since December 2020, a limited number of employees have been
present on site. The plant is also not currently operational, and it is
considered that water use has decreased substantially.
The importance of water conservation is addressed on site through
the distribution of monthly environmental topics with examples of
such topics provided for review.

leaks.

11.1.7.1 Water
Supply.
(Process water)

Process water is
used
for
dust
suppression of haul
roads and for the
sprinklers at the
plant in Sub Nigel
Mill. There are no
negative
impacts
associated
with
obtaining
the
process water from
the
Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan
Municipality. Should
the source of water
change
from
Municipal through to
Borehole
then
impacts will occur.

Should the source of water change
from Municipal through to borehole
both the section on ensuring legal
compliance stated above and
Section
11.1.7.1
should
be
implemented.

Legal requirements:
•
11.1.7.1 Water
Supply.
(Storm
Water
Management)

Storm

water

management

measures will comply with the
NA

NWA and Regulations GN 704,
June 1999. (Clean water to be
kept separate to potentially dirty
water).
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures
Water quality
management:

Pollution of surface
water is considered
the
pollution
of
storm water run-off,
which
could
ultimately
cause
pollution
of
the
adjacent
surface
water resources or
ground
water
resources. Sources
of pollution from the
mining
operation
include run-off from:
•

The

dump

•

should

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

LOM

This commitment requires concurrent rehabilitation. This is
considered to mean rehabilitating areas that become available as
mining of the dump progresses. However, as infrastructure (plant,
offices, etc) are now located in areas where the dump was mined
away, there are no areas currently available for concurrent
rehabilitation, i.e., ripping, seeding, etc. Therefore, a “Not applicable”
finding is recorded. However, this commitment will find applicability
once areas become available for concurrent rehabilitation.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

water

rehabilitation

be

implemented

to

promote free drainage and to
minimize or eliminate ponding
of storm water on site.
•

Divert storm water runoff from
the

site

(using

appropriate

trenches,

drains

or

berms)

away from potentially polluting
areas such as the:

–
o

Workshop and oil

LOM

separator,
load
o

scrap yard

o

diesel dispensing areas,

o

the transformers,

o

the stockpiles

in run-off
•

Storm

Concurrent

increased
sediment

/

Plant
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and

stockpile area –

From review of the report AfriSam Sub Nigel Storm Water
Management Plan, dated November 2015 and prepared by iLanda
Water Services CC, it was observed that a storm water management
plan was developed for Nigel Sub Mill. From review of the report, very
limited defined storm water management infrastructure exists within
the operations. Storm water that is generated on the site flows to
localised low points where it either evaporates or infiltrates, with no
way to flow of site as the remaining dump acts as a barrier (iLanda
Water, 2015).
The oil storage area, workshop, chemical storage facilities, etc, are
supplied with bund walls. The storm water management infrastructure
around the servicing areas is adequately sized.

increased
sediment

•

•

load

The mine must implement and

in run-off.

maintain appropriate structures

Workshop area

to divert “clean storm water”

– hydrocarbons

generated off site around the

from spills.

mining area. All “dirty storm

Vehicle parking

water” falling on the mine must

area

be captured and used for

hydrocarbons

processing purposes.
•

from spills.
•

•

Wash

bay

Inspect

storm

LOM

water

management structures such

–

hydrocarbons

as berms, drains or trenches

washed

and

from

if

necessary

fixed

or

cleaned to ensure the ongoing

the vehicles.

Month from
Oct to Mar.

management measure.

11.1.7.2 Power /
Electricity

As mentioned above, limited storm water structures are present on
site. From review of the Sub Nigel Environmental Planning Minutes,
dated 15 July 2019, it was observed that storm water concerns
highlighted in the previous external audit was identified with
rectification actions specified.
Further thereto, monthly Examine and Make Safe inspections are
conducted with examples of such provided for review. Such
inspections include for water drainage on site.

effectiveness of the storm water

Sub
Nigel
Mill
operation obtains its
electrical
needs
from the Ekurhuleni
Municipality.
The
impacts associated
with the electrical
needs
of
the
operation are offsite (at the source of
the fossil fuels and
the power stations)

As discussed under the commitment above, affected water at Sub
Nigel is contained in low lying areas in the plant footprint area and
allowed to evaporate. The oil storage area, workshop, chemical
storage facilities, etc, are supplied with bund walls.

Electricity:
•

The electricity usage must be
monitored and evaluated.
o

Monitoring: The use of
electricity can be
monitored using the
electricity bills provided by
the service provider.

Monthly

From review of the report Comparison of 2019 and 2020 Resource
consumption data, prepared by AfriSam, it was observed that
electricity usage is monitored and evaluated. Specifically, electricity
is evaluated against production figures. Historic use is also assessed.
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Mitigation Measures

and can not be
quantified for the
operation alone.

o
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Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Monthly

No large increases in electricity usage was recorded that required an
investigation. Accordingly, a “Not Applicable” finding is recorded.

-

-

Daily

Mine personnel indicated that electricity reduction measures are
implemented, i.e., turning off lights and switching off computers. No
concerns were noted in this regard.

-

-

LOM

Storm water management measures, i.e., berms, are implemented to
divert runoff away from the ReadyMix site.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Evaluate: In order to use
the data recorded, the
mine must evaluate:


Electricity use against
production figures (kW
used per ton
produced).


•

Historic use.

If the electricity use is recorded
to be increasing, the reason
must

be

investigated

corrective

and

action

/

implementation of appropriate
management measures must
be undertaken immediately.
•

Basic

electricity

measures

reduction

must

implemented

be

within

the

administration offices, such as
(this is not an exhaustive list):
o

Turn off lights when no
one is in the office.

o

Ensure all monitors
(computer screens) are
switched off / go into sleep
mode at night.

The
following
aspects
of
the
Readymix operation
could impact on the
quality of adjacent
surface
water
resources or ground
water:
•
11.1.7.3 ReadyMix
Plant

•

The

•

agent

used

within

the

Where possible, direct storm
water away from the readymix
area

by

appropriate

implementing
storm

water

structures.

binding
•

Capture all readymix water
ensure it is recycled through the

process

agitator system.

The build up of

The

•

water

polluted
from

This could not be confirmed as no mining was undertaken during the
site verification and the ReadyMix plant was not operational.

within the readymix area and

readymix

fines.
•

Water pollution:

Daily

However, when mining and processing activities are undertaken,
water from the ReadyMix area is collected in ‘wash pits’ and directed
to the agitator system for re-use in the system (IWWMP, 2019).

Ensure regular maintenance
and proper working of the
agitator system.

Monthly

As previously discussed, vehicles and machinery are inspected and
serviced regularly.
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vehicle

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

As no mining or processing was undertaken, no concerns regarding
fines build up were noted.

-

-

As previously described, monitoring point ASNd-7 exceeded the daily
limit during the months of August, October, November and December
2020. However, such exceedances are from operational activities and
not the readymix plant. As the commitment refers specifically to the
readymix plant, a “Not Applicable” finding is recorded.

-

-

As per service
schedule

As previously discussed, vehicles and machinery are inspected and
serviced regularly.

-

-

Daily

As no mining or processing was undertaken, no concerns regarding
housekeeping were noted.

-

-

Weekly

When mining and processing are undertaken, returns are placed in a
demarcated area and reprocessed through the plant when dried to
stabilize product pH.

-

-

washing.
Medium
significance.
Dust:
The
material
handling of
the
aggregate products
and cement used
within the readymix
process can cause
dust:

•

Dust from readymix activities
will be reduced by ensuring that
there is no build-up of fines
LOM

within the plant.
•

Medium
significance.

If necessary, as determined by
the

dust

fallout

monitoring

results, the readymix plant will
enclose the mixing point.
Noise:

There will be noise
produced by the
readymix
plant
vehicles:

•

All equipment and vehicles
associated with the readymix
plant will be serviced regularly

Medium
significance.

to ensure noise emissions are
minimised.
Visual:
•

The area around the readymix
plant must be kept neat and tidy
with the implementation of good
house keeping

•

Minimise the off-site visibility of
the return concrete by either:

The readymix plant
and dust produced
is
visual
from
surrounding areas.
Return
concrete
dumped
haphazardly
is
unsightly:

o

Ensuring return concrete
is place in a demarcated
area where it can be
allowed to dry

o

Once dry, when possible
the material should be

Low-medium
significance.

recycled through
reprocessing it through the
crushing process.
o

If it cannot be recycled,
then it will be stored within
a demarcated area which
eventually can be
rehabilitated.
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Compliance review and rating
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Legislation:
•
All
the
environmental
impacts associated
with
the
administration
facilities are linked
to
waste
management which
have
been
addressed
in
Section 6.2.7.

The mine will comply with all
relevant sections of the South
African

Compliance to the relevant South African environmental legislation
was not verified as part of this audit.

environmental

legislation and the associated
regulations. These include, but

LOM

are not limited to:
o

MPRDA.

o

NWA.

o

ECA.

o

NEM: AQA.

However, mine personnel did indicate that current practices include
conducting internal site inspections, internal audits as well as external
environmental legal compliance audits to ensure compliance to the
applicable legislation. Further, we were provided with proof of mining
right renewals, in terms of the MPRDA, as well as a WULA, in terms
of NWA. Therefore, a provisional “Compliant” finding is recorded.

Mine Permits / Registrations /
Licenses:
•

Confirm the validity and the

permits / registrations / licences

AfriSam confirms the validity and the compliance of attached
conditions for all permits / registrations / licences. From review of the
report AfriSam (South Africa) Properties (Pty) Ltd – Dump Cluster 1.
Rehabilitation, decommissioning and mine closure plan, dated
October 2016 and compiled by Shangoni Management Services, it
was observed that the validity of the mining rights of all the dumps
associated with Dump Cluster 1 was verified4.

include, but are not limited to:

The WULA for Sub Nigel Mill is still pending.

compliance

of

attached

conditions, of all permits /
registrations / licences. Such
11.1.7.4
Administration

All
the
environmental
impacts associated
with
the
administration
facilities are linked
to
waste
management which
have
been
addressed
in
Section 6.2.7.

o

Mining Right.

o

Water use / storage

Mine personnel indicated that no waste disposal permits have been
obtained. No concerns were noted that would require such permits.

licence.
o

Waste disposal permits.
Annually

•

Permits / registrations / licences
which are due to expire during
the

following

year

will

be

renewed prior to the expiry

The mining right for Sub Nigel Mill expired on 21 June 2020. Mining
ceased in March 2020.
From review of the letter Application for renewal of mining right in
terms of Section 24(1) of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources
Development Act No 28 of 2002 (MPRDA), dated 25 March 2020, it
was confirmed that a mining right renewal application was submitted
for Sub Nigel Mill before it expired.
From review of the document Mining right renewal pending 2021 –
Millcreek, dated 2 February 2021, it was observed that AfriSam
identified that the mining right for Millcreek expires on 21 August 2021
and that the deadline for submission of the renewal application is 27
May 2021.

date.
From review of the report AfriSam (South Africa) Properties (Pty) Ltd
– Dump Cluster 1. Rehabilitation, decommissioning and mine closure
plan, dated October 2016 and compiled by Shangoni Management
Services, it was observed that the mining right for West Springs South
Reduction (“WSSR”) dump expired on 9 August 2019. We were not
provided with proof that a mining right renewal for WSSR was
submitted. An application for the renewal of the mining right was
submitted to the DMRE with a letter of response issued by the DMRE

4

An assessment regarding the administration of all the dumps in Cluster 1 was provided in this section (11.1.7.4), as required by commitment 11.2.4.3 of table 6.1.2.
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Mitigation Measures
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Compliance review and rating
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

signed on 17 May 2019. As per the letter as issued by the DMRE, the
following “You are hereby informed that in terms of section 24(5) of
the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act 2002, a
mining right in respect of which an application for renewal has been
lodged shall, despite its stated expiry date, remain in force until such
time as such application has been granted or refused”.
•

Permit conditions which has not

Mine personnel indicated that permit conditions that are not met are
logged as a non-conformance. This was confirmed through a review
of a sample of environmental meeting minutes, Sub Nigel
Environmental Planning Minutes, dated 15 July 2019. From the
meeting minutes it was observed that actions plans are formulated
and that some actions have already been closed out while others are
ongoing.

been met will be regarded as a
non conformance and plans to
rectify the finding must be
implemented.
Subcontractor

Permits

/

Registrations / Licenses:
•

AfriSam entered into an agreement with Manlind (Pty) Ltd.
(“Manlind”), and appointed Manlind as a contractor to mine Nigel 2 on
behalf of AfriSam. Mine personnel indicated that Manlind was
informed of the need to implement the environmental commitments
of the EMPr.

As and when a third party /
contractor is responsible for the
mining of any of the rock

From review of the Contract Mining Agreement made and entered
into by and between AfriSam (South Africa) Properties (Pty) Ltd and
Manlind 22 (Pty) Ltd, dated September 2020, it was observed that the
contract binds Manlind to adhere to the conditions of the EMPr.

dumps, they will be informed of
the need to implementing the
environmental commitments of
this EMP.
All
the
environmental
impacts associated
with
the
administration
facilities are linked
to
waste
management which
have
been
addressed
in
Section 6.2.7.

•

Confirm validity of, and keep a
copy of all valid permits /
registrations / licences of all
sub-contractors
applicable)

(where
conducting

Annually

activities for the mine. Such
permits / registrations /
licences include, but are not
Mine personnel indicated that the requirements of this commitment
are met. Further thereto, operator training certificates were provided
for review.

limited to:
o

Waste removal / disposal
permits

o

Certificate of vehicle
fitness.

o

Valid drivers licences –
EC1 to EC.

o

Valid public drivers permit
(PDP).

All
the
environmental
impacts associated
with
the
administration
facilities are linked
to
waste
management which
have
been

4. Documentation control / Record keeping:
Generate the information required and update the documentation listed below:
o

Mining Work Plans;

o

Financial Provision;

o

Closure Plan

Mining work programme:
Annually

From review of the report Mining Works Programme Reporting –
Cluster 1, dated 2020 and prepared by AfriSam, it was observed that
the mining work programme was updated during 2020.
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Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating
Financial Provisioning:
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

Should the plant be recommissioned
again in the future, the closure plan
must be updated annually as per the
commitment.

At recommencement
of the plant.

-

-

-

-

From review of the report AfriSam South Africa (Properties) (Pty) Ltd:
Cluster 1 Rock Dumps Financial Provision Report, dated December
2019 and prepared by AfriSam, it was observed that the financial
provisioning was updated during 2019.
From review of the report AfriSam South Africa (Properties) (Pty) Ltd.
Gauteng Operations. Financial Provision External Review, dated 25
January 2021 and compiled by Shangoni Management Services, it
was observed that Shangoni conducted an external review of the
financial provision calculations related to rehabilitation liability cost for
its Gauteng sites, including Dump Cluster 1, during 2020.
Closure Plan:
From review of the report Dump Cluster 1 – Rehabilitation,
Decommissioning and Closure Plan, dated October 2016 and
prepared by Shangoni Management Services, it was observed that a
closure plan was compiled for Dump Cluster 1.
This commitment requires annual updates to these reports.
Closure plan:
No evidence was provided that the closure plan was updated since
2016.
Accordingly, an “Undetermined” finding is recorded.
From review of the report Environmental Performance Assessment.
AfriSam (South Africa) Pty Ltd: Cluster 1 Sub Nigel Mill, dated March
2019 and prepared by Umhlaba Environmental Consulting CC, it was
observed that the previous biennial audit was undertaken.
The current audit servers the purpose of fulfilling the requirements of
this condition for the period 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2021.

o

Environmental
Performance Auditing.

Biennially

From a review of the previous external audit, it was observed that the
audit was only conducted on the Sub Nigel Mill operation and did not
include the remaining dumps. From review of the EMPr, Section 11.1
is the environmental management plan for Sub Nigel Mill, and Section
11.2 is the environmental Management Plan for the remaining dumps.
Section 11.2 was not included in the previous external audit.
However, the previous external audit report did indicated that SubNigel Mill operation is the only operation with permanent
infrastructure thus was the only operation audited, with feedback on
the remaining 6 operations provided in the form of letters as was also
submitted to the DMRE.
Further, it is noted that these dumps have not been mined for years.
Therefore, many of the mitigation measures (i.e., mining of the
dumps, processing, stockpiling products, etc) would not have been
applicable.
Social and Labour Plan:

o

Environmental
Management Programme;

o

From review of the report AfriSam Sub Nigel/Dumps Quarry. Social
and Labour Plan. 2018 to 2022 (revised October 2019), dated 2019
and compiled by AfriSam, it was observed that Social and Labour
Plan (“SLP”) was updated during 2019.

Social and Labour Plan.

Every 5 years

EMPr:
The EMPr is dated 2010 (approved by the DMRE in 2013) and
according to this commitment should have been updated in 2015. We
are of the opinion that an update of the EMPr should only be
undertaken when any changes (e.g. scope or activity) or
inadequacies necessitate such review, and should not be defined by
a set frequency. As such and discussions with mine personnel

No action required now.
Should any changes to the to the
operations / activites occur.

Once-off in the event
of any changes.
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Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating
confirming that no changes have occurred, an “Observation” finding
is recorded and we further recommend a future review to amend such
condition.
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

As previously discussed, detailed, daily vehicle and machinery
checks are conducted when mining and processing is undertaken.

-

-

Per
maintenance
schedule.

We were provided with detailed maintenance records that
demonstrate vehicles and machinery are maintained in a proper
working condition and that AfriSam maintains a register of service and
maintenance records.

-

-

LOM

When mining and processing are undertaken, vehicle maintenance is
conducted in the workshop, that has a concreted floor and effective
storm water controls. Drip trays are also used.

-

-

According to Section 11.7, the following monitoring must be
conducted, with such monitoring reports provided for review:
o

Results from all monitoring
Section 11.7

campaigns.

Maintenance
activities result in a
number of positive
impacts by reducing
the probability of an
impact
occurring.
The positive impacts
resulting from the
maintenance
activities are as
follows:
•

•

minimise

•

Water quality monitoring.

•

Electricity and water consumption monitoring.

pollution

potential)

which includes but is not limited
to:
o

Inspect the ground under
the vehicle to determine if
there are any hydrocarbon

LOM
Daily

leaks. If so, the leak must

Reduced

be stopped immediately
and vehicle fixed.

for

o

spillages.

Observe gaseous
emissions at high revs. If

Reduced

excessive, vehicle

potential

(Vehicle and Plant
Maintenance)

Noise monitoring.

undertake vehicle checks (to

potential

o

•

Prior to the start of a shift,

Maintenance:

11.1.7.5
Maintenance /
Workshop

Air quality monitoring, specifically dust fallout / dust deposition.

General:

Vehicle

o

•

must be serviced

for

immediately.

excessive
noise and

o

•

All

vehicles,

earth

moving

excessive

equipment and the plant to be

emissions.

maintained in accordance with

Increased

the maintenance schedule.

fuel

o

Keep maintenance
records for all vehicles.

efficiency
of vehicles.

Water and soil pollution:
•

Plant
Maintenance:

•

Vehicle maintenance to be
conducted within the concreted

o

Reduced
potential
for

workshop

which

has

the

effective storm water control
measures in place.
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o
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

An oil water separator was installed on site. Although, it was not in
use as no mining and processing were undertaken during the site
verification and no oil was being generated. Further discussions with
mine personnel confirmed that the old oil and water is removed by Oil
Separation Solutions (Waste Management Sheet provided for review.
Accordingly, water quality sampling is not required.

-

-

Weekly

Mine personnel indicated that this is visually monitored and when
fines build up or blockages are noted, such are fixed. No concerns
were noted; however, no mining was undertaken, and the oil
separator was not being used.

-

-

Daily

Old oil to be collected by the contractor is stored in a bunded area.
Universal Oil Solutions collects the old oil for recycling, as confirmed
through the Waste Oil Manifest, dated March 2019.

-

-

Daily

Old oil was observed to be stored in a bunded area with a capacity of
21 575 (assumed to be litres). The bunded area was packed with old
oil drums and other oil contaminated objects, for example what
appeared to be engine parts. Oil drums were empty, and it is
considered that the bunded area would be able to contain 110 % of
the volume stored. Therefore, a provisional “Compliant” finding is
recorded.

-

-

LOM

When mining was undertaken, haul roads (or rather dirt roads) were
used. These roads are now mostly used to gain access to the dumps.
No concerns regarding water ponding, potholes or build-up of fines
were noted. All roads were in a good condition.

-

-

If this is not possible, drip

noise and

trays must be used to

dust

capture potential spillages.

emissions
•

An oil separation system at the
workshop will be installed and
maintained

for

continued

effectiveness.
o

Water from the oil
separator system will be
tested bi-annually to prove
effectiveness.

o

Monthly

If the results indicate the

Bi-annually

system is not effective
then the applicable
maintenance will be
implemented.
o

The oil trap will be
monitored and if
necessary emptied as
hazardous waste.

•

The channels / pipes / drains
directing dirty water from the
workshop to the oil separator
will

be

monitored

and

if

necessary cleaned of build up
of fines and blockages.
•

Old oil to be collected stored
within a bunded area and
recycled.

•

All drums containing lubricants
to be stored in a concreted
bunded area that has the
capacity to contain 110% of the
volume stored as per SANS
10089-1.

11.1.7.5
Maintenance /
Workshop
(Haul
Roads
Maintenance)

Maintenance
activities result in a
number of positive
impacts by reducing
the probability of an
impact
occurring.
The positive impacts
resulting from the

Haul road maintenance:
•

Haul roads in use by the mine
will be monitored for:
o

Free draining of rain water
falling on the haul roads;
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Potential Impacts
maintenance
activities are
follows:
•

Haul

Mitigation Measures
o

as
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Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

LOM

No concerns regarding water ponding, potholes or build-up of fines
were noted. All roads were in a good condition.

-

-

LOM

Training records for the dispensing of fuel and spill kit training, in the
form of certificates issued to employees, were provided for review.
Accordingly, a “Compliant” finding is recorded.

-

-

Weekly

Mine personnel indicated that the refuelling area is visually inspected
and when spillages are observed they are cleaned. No concerns in
this regard were identified.

-

-

Surface ponding adjacent
to the haul road;

o

Roads

Potholes and corrugation
on the surface of the haul

Maintenance:

road;
o

Reduce
o

Build up of fines.

wear and
tear on

o

•

As and when any of the above

vehicles

are identified during monitoring,

Less

maintenance of the haul road

generation

will be implemented, which

of dust

could include:

from the

o

haul roads

Should ponding be
discovered, the mine will
create the appropriate
diversion channel to stop
future ponding.

o

All potholes will be fixed
as and when identified.

o

As and when surfaces
become uneven from
usage (as determined by
the haulage drivers) they
will be re-graded.

o

Build up of fines will be
removed by the grading /
compaction.

Water pollution:
•

11.1.7.6 Diesel

Repeated
small
spills and leaks
occurring can cause
hydrocarbon
pollution of storm
water if not cleaned
up
immediately.
This may result in
pollution of ground
water:
Medium
significance.

All staff members who dispense
fuel must be trained to ensure
that they are know:
o

How to dispense fuel
without spilling.

o
•

How to clean up a spill

The refuelling area will be
visually

inspected

and

any

signs of spills will be dug up and
removed as hazardous waste.

The following management measures must be implemented to reduce the potential for fuel spillages:
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Mitigation Measures
o
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Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

LOM

The bulk fuel storage tank (capacity of 23 000 ℓ) is located inside a
bunded area with a capacity of 30.38 m3 that is greater than 110% of
the capacity of the bulk fuel storage tank.

-

-

Daily

The valve was observed to be closed. Mine peronnel indicated that
the valve is kept close.

-

-

Annually

Mine personnel indicated that the bunded area is inspected visually.
Identified concerns are accordingly addressed. No concerns
regarding the structural integrity of the bund wall were observed and
it was found to be in a good condition.

-

-

LOM

No fines or vegetation was observed in the bund wall area.

-

-

LOM

Only designated staff are authorised to dispense fuel.

-

LOM

Site observations confirmed that a spill kit is located at the workshop
that is in close proximity to the fuel dispensing area.

-

-

Monthly

Mine personnel indicated that there are dedicated cleaners that are
responsible for ensuring the toilets are maintained in a good
condition. Should they notice any spillages or odours, the manager is
informed. No concerns regarding spillages or odours were observed,
and the toilets were in a good condition.

-

-

Ensure that the diesel tank
is located within a bunded
area that can contain
110% of the capacity of
the tank.

•

The valve on the bunded area
must be kept closed.

•

The structural integrity of the
bund must be inspected and
any cracks must be repaired
immediately.

•

The bunded area must be kept
clean of fines and vegetation.

•

A responsible person must be
present when fuel is delivered.
Spillages that may occur must
be cleaned up immediately.

•

A suitable absorbent material
will be available close to the fuel
depot to be used in the case of
a spill.

Water Quality:
•

Should there be
a

leak

or

a

spillage of the
sewage

this

would manifest
as pollution in

11.1.7.7 Sanitation
Facilities

water

bodies:

•

A responsible person must
check any spillages / odours

Low-medium

must be reported and the cause

significance.

of the problem rectified.

Odour:
•

Water and Odours:

Leaks and spills
will result in bad
odours:

Low

significance.
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

Bins are located in strategic locations. Hazardous waste was
observed to be stored in concrete bunded areas protected from storm
water.

-

-

Bins are not labelled, or colour coded. Waste separation was not
completely effective with mixing of waste streams observed.
Discussions with mine personnel confirmed that colour coded bins
and labelling is to be implemented.

Should the plant be recommissioned
again in the future, labelled and
colour coded binsare to be
implemented.

At recommencement
of the plant.

General:
•

A Waste Management Plan
(WMP) must be developed and
implemented by the mine and
must (at a minimum) include the
following:
o

A list of all waste products
generated by the mine.

o

Classification of the waste
A waste management plan (“WMP”) was developed and implemented
and is available at the site office.

into general or hazardous.
o

A record of the volume of

The WMP contains a list of all waste products and the different waste
related documents are filed under the headings: flammable
certificates, batteries, fluorescent, sewage, medical waste, scrap and
general waste. A record of the volume of waste generated is kept in
the WMP. Safe disposal certificates for all waste being collected by
contractors, including their details, are maintained in the file.

waste generated.
o

Time frames for bin
inspection and removal
(based on volumes of
waste generated and

Further thereto, as per the Waste Management Sheet, monthly
inspections are conducted

capacity of storage
facilities).
o
11.1.7.8 Waste
(Domestic
and
Industrial Waste)

Separation of waste onsite
into different coloured
bins.

NA
o

LOM

The offsite method of
disposal, including contact
details of the company
contracted to remove the
waste.

•

Waste management facilities:
o

Receptacles to be place in
strategic locations &
labelled to ensure
separation of waste
streams (domestic,
hazardous, scrap metal).

o

Bins must be colour coded
as per the WMP and
labelled.

o

Bins containing hazardous
waste must be temporarily
stockpiled in a concreted
area which is protected
from storm water.
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

As previously discussed, the WMP contains detailed records of the
different waste streams removed off site by the contractors.

-

-

Material Safety Data Sheets (“MSDS”) were observed to be available
for chemicals stored on site.

-

-

As previously discussed, the WMP contains detailed records (safe
disposal certificates) of the different waste streams removed off site
by the contractors. No concerns were identified.

-

-

Bins are located in strategic locations. Hazardous waste was
observed to be stored in concrete bunded areas protected from storm
water.

-

-

Good waste management was observed, and no waste was lying
around.

-

-

General – Document Control:
•

The mine must ensure that they
receive proof of disposal and /
or

recycling

of

all

waste

removed from their premises
(with the exception of waste
being returned to the suppliers).
If

the

responsible

disposal

company cannot produce proof
of the disposal within one week
of the waste having been
removed from the premises,
contracts with this company
must be terminated.
•

Hazardous chemicals must be
stored, handled and disposed

NA

of

in

line

with

the

LOM

recommendations provided in
the MSD sheets.
•

The mine must ensure that they
have copies of valid disposal
permits of all sub-contractors
and waste disposal companies.
If a sub-contractors’ disposal
permit / registration / licence
has expired, the mine must
request a copy of the new
permit. If the sub-contractor
cannot produce a valid permit /
registration / licence within one
month of requesting a copy,
contracts with this company
must be terminated.

•

Water Quality:

Included
in
the
waste
products
generated by the
operations
are
containers
and
mechanical devices
that
contain
hydrocarbons. If this
waste is not stored
correctly,
these
hydrocarbons can
leak out. If not

Water Quality & Visual:
•

Waste generated on-site and at
other operations will be stored

Daily

and disposed of as outlined in
Table 11-1 (a summary from
the WMP).
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Aspect

Potential Impacts
cleaned
up
or
contained,
storm
water flowing past
these waste items
will
become
polluted:

Mitigation Measures
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Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

LOM

Mine personnel indicated that sub-contractors responsible for waste
removal, do recycle waste that can be recycled i.e., plastic paper,
glass, old oil and scrap metal.

-

-

Medium significance
•

Visual Impact:

Poor

waste

management
unsightly.

is
Where

waste is allowed to
be lying around the
mine, it results in a
visual impact which
gives an impression
of

the

caring

mine

not

about

the

environment:
Low significance.
Reduce / Recycle:
NA

•

Ensure that any waste that can
be re-used or recycled is.

6.1.2
No.

11.2.1

Environmental Management of the other 7 operations (Section 11.2 of the approved EMPr)
Aspect

Mining
Dumps

Potential Impacts

of

the

Dust is generated
during the material
handling activities
and the transport of
the rock to the
mobile
plant.
Operations are not
close to built up
areas:

Mitigation Measures
Dust (non-sensitive):
•

Low significance.

When mining the dump, a
barrier of material will be left

LOM

upwind of the dump. This is to

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

In terms of the remaining dumps that were not addressed in Table
5.1.1 above, mining was only undertaken at Nigel 2. AfriSam entered
into an agreement with Manlind (Pty) Ltd. (“Manlind”), and appointed
Manlind as a contractor to mine Nigel 2 on behalf of AfriSam. The
remaining dumps have not been mined for several years.

-

-

-

-

From review of the EMPr, it was observed that the prevailing wind
direction is mostly from the north and east. During the site inspection
it was observed that a barrier of material is left upwind of the Nigel 2
dump.

protect the mining activities from
the prevailing wind.

Low-medium
significance.
Noise will result from
mining
activities.
Operations are not
close to build up
areas:

Timeframe

Noise (non-sensitive):
•

Mining

activities

will

restricted to daylight hours.

be

Daily

Manlind mine personnel indicated that mining is restricted to daylight
hours.
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Mitigation Measures
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years and no concurrent
rehabilitation was undertaken at these dumps during the audit review
period. None of the dump footprint areas are free draining at this
stage.

Should
the
plant
be
recommissioned again in the future.

At recommencement of
the plant.

From review of historic imagery in Google Earth, it was observed that
a portion of Nigel 2 was extended beyond its approved mining right
and disturbed state. Discussions with mine personnel confirmed that
illegal Mining took place without Afrisam’s consent. Court cases were
instituted against the company in question took place. Currently an
agreement is in place between Afrisam and Manlind to mine the dump
and to rectify the disturbed area. The contract signed on 05 October
2020 was provided for review.

Contractor appointed to remine the
facility, in turn rectifying the noncompliance.

On-going

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years. No material handling
is applicable to these dumps.

-

-

Manlind mine personnel indicated that mining activities are
temporarily stopped during periods of high winds.

-

-

From review of the EMPr it was observed that the prevailing wind
direction is mostly from the north and east. During the site inspection
it was observed that a barrier of material is left upwind of the Nigel 2
operation.

-

-

A review of the document Complaints Register – Nigel Mill 2
confirmed that no complaints were received during the audit review
period.

-

-

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years. No vehicles or
machinery are applicable to these dumps.

-

-

Discussions with mine personnel confirmed that all equipment is
OEM standard/specified machinery.

-

-

From review of the document AfriSam Regulation 2.2. Plans, plotting
the mining right area for each dump in Google Earth and by
examining historical aerial images of the area, it was observed that
the footprints of Nigel 2, Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek,
Vogels 3, West Springs South Reduction (“WSSR”) and Vogels 2 did
not increase.
According to the EMPr, the act of crushing stockpiled rock material
that was the by-product of historic gold mining, is an ongoing form of
rehabilitation, i.e., by removing the rock dump and re-establishing the
natural topography of the site. Once the rock dump is removed, the
land will then be available for alternative land uses such as housing.

Water pollution (non-sensitive):
•
Water
pollution
could result from
runoff
from
the
exposed areas on
the
dump.
Operations are not
close to the natural
water resources:

The extent of the dump footprint
will not be increased. Over time
the dump footprint should be
decreased

as

mining
LOM

progresses.
•

Concurrent rehabilitation should
be implemented to promote free

Low significance

drainage and to minimize or
eliminate

ponding

of

storm

water.

Dust (sensitive):
•

Material

handling

will

be

During the audit review period, mining was undertaken at Nigel 2.
This mining is considered concurrent rehabilitation as it contributes
to the removal of the dump.

temporarily stopped during high
Dust is generated
during the material
handling activities
and the transport of
the rock to the
mobile
plant.
Operations
are
within 150m to built
up areas:

winds, which result in dust
plumes been blown off site.
•

Reduce

dust

through

reduction

generation
of

drop

LOM

heights.
•

Medium significance

If complaints are received, the
area to be mined will be watered
prior to mining commencing on
the specific section of the rock
dump.

Noise will result from
mining
activities.
Operations
are
within 150m from
built up areas:
Low-medium
significance

Noise (sensitive):
•

All vehicles / equipment used in
mining

to

be

fitted

with

appropriate

noise

reduction

technology

which

will

be

Monthly
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Mitigation Measures
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Further, we were not provided with noise reports. It could not be
determined if occupational noise monitoring is undertaken at Nigel 2.

AfriSam is to ensure that noise
monitoring is conducted at Nigel 2.

December 2021

maintained to ensure continued
effectiveness.
•

Effectiveness of noise reduction
technology

will

be

proven

through the implementation of
occupational noise monitoring.
Water pollution (sensitive):
Nigel 2:

•

The mine should ensure that no

No storm water containment measures are present on the
downstream side of this dump. Storm water runoff and/or seepage (if
any) from this dump could exit the site and flow into the dam situated
immediately downstream of the dump.

“dirty water” with the boundary

WSSR, Vogels 3, Vogels 2, Mill Creek, Betty Shaft and Nigel Mill:

of the dump affected “clean

No storm water containment measures are present at these dumps.
Storm water runoff and/or seepage (if any) from these dumps could
exit the sites and flow into the downstream environment.

water”

falling

outside

the

boundary of the dump.

Water
pollution
could result from
runoff
from
the
exposed areas on
the
dump.
Operations
are
close to natural
water resources:

•

No water quality monitoring reports were provided, therefore, the
quality of storm water runoff and seepage (if any) from these dumps
could not be reviewed. It could not be confirmed if the storm water
runoff and seepage (if any) from these dumps are classified as ‘dirty
water’.
Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years. No generator,
stockpiles or mobile plants are applicable to these dumps.

Divert storm water runoff from
the

site

(using

appropriate

trenches, drains or berms) away

•

Diesel generator;

o

The stockpile;

o

The mobile plant.

Inspect

storm

water

ongoing

management measure.

Processing

-

-

AfriSam is to ensure effective storm
water management infrastructure is
in place, once fully operational
again.

Once fully operational.

Limited storm water management structures were constructed at
Nigel 2, and consist of diversion berms. Mine personnel indicated that
the berms are visually inspected and should concerns be noted, it is
fixed. Although this could not be confirmed, no concerns regarding
the berms were noted and observed to be in a good condition,
therefore, a provisional “Compliant” finding is recorded.

-

-

During the site inspection it was observed that a barrier of material is
left upwind of the Nigel 2 operation, including the mobile plant.

-

-

It is noted that these dumps are currently not active, with mine
personnel indicating that once they are active, storm water
management infrastructure will be implemented.

effectiveness of the storm water

11.2.2

-

There are no storm water diversion measures implemented at these
dumps and storm water runoff from upstream could flow into these
sites. Any storm water on site is rather allowed to evaporate.

necessary fixed or cleaned to

Dust is generated
during the material
handling activities.
Operations are not
close to built up
areas:

As and when these
dumps
becomes
operational

WSSR, Vogels 3, Vogels 2, Mill Creek, Betty Shaft and Nigel Mill:

berms, drains or trenches and if
the

Once mining starts at these dumps,
AfriSam must ensure that proper
stormwater
measures
are
instituted.

-

During the site verification, it was observed that Nigel is surrounded
by berms on the upstream side that appear to prevent upstream
storm water from flowing onto the site.

management structures such as

ensure

WSSR, Vogels 3, Vogels 2, Mill
Creek, Betty Shaft and Nigel Mill:

January 2022

Nigel 2:

such as the:
o

AfriSam
must
ensure
that
contractor
(Manlind)
institutes
stormwater measures on site.

Daily

from potentially polluting areas

Medium
significance.

Nigel 2:

Dust (non-sensitive):
•

The mobile plant should at all
times be positioned out of the
way of the prevailing wind.

LOM
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts
Low-medium
significance.

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Noise (sensitive):
•
Noise will result from
vehicle
activities.
Operations are not
close to build up
areas:
Low significance.

Processing activities will be

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years. No processing
activities, vehicles or mobile crushers are applicable to these dumps.

-

-

Manlind mine personnel indicated that mining is restricted to daylight
hours.

-

-

We were not provided with any evidence (i.e., daily checklists,
inspections, maintenance records or similar records) to suggest that
vehicles and the mobile crusher are serviced regularly. Therefore, an
“Undetermined” finding is recorded.

Afrisam
must
obtain
such
documentation from the contractor
(Manlind).

Short term

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years. No vehicles or
mobile crushers that can result in oil spillages are applicable to these
dumps.

-

-

-

-

No mining equipment is applicable to Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty
Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

The remainder of the Nigel 2 Dump acts as a visual barrier, reducing
the off-site visibility of the mining equipment.

-

-

No dust suppression is applicable to Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft,
Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

No dust suppression system was observed on site. It is, therefore,
considered that dust suppression is not implemented at the Nigel 2,
including at the initial tipping and transfer points.

AfriSam is to ensure that the
contractor
(Manlind)
provides
adequate
dust
suppression
measures.

Short term

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years. No processing
activities, vehicles or mobile crushers that can result in noise, are
applicable to these dumps.

-

-

restricted to daylight hours.
•

All vehicles will be serviced
regularly

to

ensure

noise

LOM

emissions are minimised.
•

Mobile crusher will be serviced
regularly

to

ensure

noise

emissions are minimised.
Hydrocarbon spills
from vehicles or the
mobile plant may
contaminate surface
and ground water in
operations not close
to natural water
resources:
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Water Pollution (non-sensitive):
•

If an oil spill is discovered under
the equipment or vehicle it must
be

cleaned

up

and

Daily

the

Nigel 2:

equipment should be serviced.

Low-medium
significance

No concerns were noted regarding oil spillages.

Visual (non-sensitive):
The mobile plant for
the dumps will be
visible
from
surrounding areas:

•

Ensure that all the mining
equipment

is

placed

in

a

position that results in it being

LOM

visually obscured with the goal

Low-medium
significance.

to minimise its off-site visibility
and thereby reducing the impact
on surrounding I&AP’s.
Dust (sensitive):
•

Dust is generated
during the material
handling activities.
Operations
are
within 150m to built
up areas:
Medium significance

Implement

dust

suppression

methods during initial tipping of
material.
•

Implement

dust

suppression

Daily

methods at transfer points.
•

Ensure that dust suppression
methods

are

effective

in

spraying the whole area where
dust suppression is required.
Noise will result from
vehicle
activities.
Operations
are

Noise (sensitive):
•

Refer to S 11.2.1 pt 2- Sensitive

Monthly
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Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

within 150m from
built up areas:
Low-medium
significance.
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Manlind mine personnel indicated that mining is restricted to daylight
hours.

-

-

We were not provided with any evidence (i.e., daily checklists,
inspections, maintenance records or similar records) to suggest that
vehicles and the mobile crusher are serviced regularly. Therefore, an
“Undetermined” finding is recorded.

Afrisam
must
obtain
such
documentation from the contractor
(Manlind).

Short term

AfriSam is to ensure effective storm
water management infrastructure is
in place, once fully operational
again.

Once fully operational.

-

-

-

-

Mine personnel indicated that employees inform vehicle operators
should the vehicle be in an unsuitable state.

-

-

No vehicles are applicable to Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill
Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

Nigel 2:

Hydrocarbon spills
from vehicles or the
mobile plant may
contaminate surface
and ground water in
operations close to
natural
water
resources:

No storm water containment measures are present on the
downstream side of this dump. Storm water runoff and/or seepage (if
any) from this dump could exit the site and flow into the dam situated
immediately downstream of the dump. Further discussions with mine
personnel confirmed that the contractor has been engaged and the
concerns will be rectified as per the signed contract provided for
review.

Surface and ground water pollution
(sensitive):
•

The mine should ensure that no
“dirty water” with the boundary

Daily

No storm water containment measures are present at these dumps.
Storm water runoff and/or seepage (if any) from these dumps could
exit the sites and flow into the downstream environment.

of the mine affected “clean
water”

Medium
significance.

falling

outside

WSSR, Vogels 3, Vogels 2, Mill Creek, Betty Shaft and Nigel Mill:

the

boundary of the mine.

However, no water quality monitoring reports were provided,
therefore, the quality of storm water runoff and seepage (if any) from
these dumps could not be verified. Further discussions with mine
personnel confirmed that the contractor has been engaged and the
concerns will be rectified as per the signed contract provided for
review.

Dust:
•

Dust

from

dispatch

stockpiling

activities

No stockpiling and dispatch activities are applicable to Nigel Mill, SubNigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

and

will

be

reduced from implementing any
Dust is created
during
material
handling and vehicle
entrainment since
roads to the dumps
are gravel:

11.2.3

Stockpiling
dispatch
Products

and
of

of the following management
measures:
o

Keep the initial dropping

Daily

Mine personnel indicated that the initial dropping distance is kept at
the minimum height necessary for processing activities. No concerns
in this regard were identified.

distance from the plant

Medium
significance.

onto a stockpile minimum;
and
o

Nigel 2:

Manlind mine personnel indicated that mining activities are
temporarily stopped during periods of high winds.

Restrict stockpiling
activities during periods of
high winds.

Noise:
Noise is created
during
material
handling:
Low-medium
significance.

•

Employees will inform vehicle
operators should their vehicle
be in an unsuitable state in
terms of noise. Once informed,
it is the responsibility of the
vehicle operator to fix/maintain

Daily
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Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Mine personnel indicated that trucks are visually inspected to ensure
that they are not overloaded, and that truck volumes or weighbridges
are not used. Further discussions with mine personnel confirmed that
the contractor has been engaged and the concerns will be rectified
as per the signed contract provided for review.

AfriSam to engage manlind.

Short term

No vehicles are applicable to Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill
Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

Mine personnel indicated that haul vehicles are visually checked to
ensure they are not obviously unroadworthy. Although this could not
be confirmed, a provisional “Compliant” finding is recorded.

-

-

No vehicles are applicable to Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill
Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

Monthly

Mine personnel indicated that spot checks on haul vehicles are
carried out to check whether haul vehicles travel along agreed routes.
Although this could not be confirmed, a provisional “Compliant”
finding is recorded.

-

-

Monthly

Mine personnel indicated that disciplinary action is taken against
vehicle drivers when required.

-

-

the vehicle before being allowed
back onto the site.
The current traffic
from the mining
operation
(clients
transporting
products from the
mine) will have an
impact
on
the
communities
through which the
vehicles
travel.
These
impacts
include:
•

If vehicles are

Social impacts / Traffic:
•

Use

truck

volumes

or

weighbridge at all times to
ensure that none of the haul
gold content or the finished
material from the dumps are
visually overloaded.
•

Visually check that haul cartage

overloaded with

vehicles

product or the

unroadworthy. This includes,

product

but is not limited to:

is

loaded

poorly,

o

spillage

are

not

obviously

Ensure the vehicles are
not leaking oil and / fuel.

this could result
in

of

o

emissions are not

road

excessive.

onto

cars. This will

o

The bucket of the vehicle

result in off-site

can contain the products

social

being collected.

impacts

such

as

damage

to

•

Daily

Ensure the exhaust

product on the
or

Daily

vehicles transporting rock with

Carry out spot checks on haul
vehicles:

public vehicles
(i.e.

o

cracked

windscreens),
or

dust

Check whether the haul
vehicles travel along
agreed routes.

from

spilled product
on public roads
(particularly
locations

at
with

excessive

or

regular spills).
•

Deterioration of
the

roads,

particularly

in

residential
areas where the
road

surface

was

not

designed

to

•

Take

disciplinary

action

vehicle driver if necessary.

on
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Potential Impacts
handle

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Amployees are made aware of the importance of water conservation
through awareness training with recorded on such training (August
2020) provided for review.

-

-

From review of the document AfriSam Regulation 2.2. Plans, plotting
the mining right area for each dump in Google Earth and by
examining historical aerial images of the area, it was observed that
the footprints of Nigel 2, Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek,
Vogels 3, West Springs South Reduction (“WSSR”) and Vogels 2 did
not increase.

-

-

From review of historic imagery in Google Earth, it was observed that
a portion of Nigel 2 was extended beyond its approved mining right
and disturbed state. Discussions with mine personnel confirmed that
illegal Mining took place without Afrisam’s consent. Court cases were
instituted against the company in question. Currently an agreement
is in place between Afrisam and Manlind to mine the dump and to
rectify the disturbed area. The contract signed on 05 October 2020
was provided for review.

Contractor appointed to remine the
facility, in turn rectifying the noncompliance.

On-going

-

-

Should
the
operations
be
recommissioned again in the future.

At recommencement.

heavy

vehicles.
•

Increased
accident
potential given
that

haul

vehicles travel
slower

than

other

traffic

resulting in the
need

for

overtaking.
Medium
significance.
Employee awareness
•
Water
Supply
(Potable
and
Process Water)

Make employees aware of the
importance

NA

of

conservation

water

and

Daily

the

importance of reporting water
leaks.

11.2.4.1
(supporting
activities)
Water
Supply
(Storm
Water
Management).

Pollution of surface
water is considered
the
pollution
of
storm water run-off,
which
could
ultimately
cause
pollution
of
the
adjacent
surface
water resources or
the ground water
resources. Sources
of pollution from the
mining
operation
include run-off from:
•

The

dump

Water quality:
•

The extent of the dump footprint

LOM

will not increase from its current
size.

–

Nigel 2:

increased
sediment

load
•

in run-off
•

Plant

be implemented to promote free

stockpile

drainage and to minimize or

Mobile
and

Concurrent rehabilitation should

area

–

water.

increased
sediment
in run-off.

eliminate

load

ponding

of

storm

LOM

This commitment requires concurrent rehabilitation. This is
considered to mean rehabilitating areas that become available as
mining of the dump progresses. However, as infrastructure (plant,
offices, etc) are now located in areas where the dump was mined
away, there are no areas currently available for concurrent
rehabilitation, i.e., ripping, seeding, etc. Therefore, a “Not applicable”
finding is recorded. However, this commitment will find applicability
once areas become available for concurrent rehabilitation.
Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years and no concurrent
rehabilitation was undertaken at these dumps during the audit review
period. None of the dump footprint areas are free draining at this
stage.
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts
•

Mitigation Measures

Vehicle parking
area

Timeframe

Divert storm water runoff from

•

–

the

site

(using

appropriate

hydrocarbons

trenches, drains or berms) away

from spills.

from potentially polluting areas
such as the:

Medium
significance.

LOM

o

Dump;

o

vehicle packing areas;

o

mobile plant & diesel
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2 have not been mined for several years. No generator,
stockpiles or mobile plants are applicable to these dumps.

-

-

-

-

AfriSam is to ensure that contractor
(Manlind) institutes monthly visual
checks.

Short term

There are no storm water management structures at WSSR, Vogels
3, Vogels 2, Mill Creek, Betty Shaft and Nigel Mill to inspect,
therefore, an “Not applicable” finding is recorded.

-

-

No absorbent material was observed at the diesel generator at Nigel
2.

AfriSam is to ensure such is
available at Nigel 2.

Short term

No diesel generator is applicable to Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft,
Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

No concerns were noted in this regard. The Spill Response training
procedure was also provided for review.

-

-

Refer to Section 11.1.7.4 of Table 5.1.1. above for “Compliant”
findings related to the commitments contained in the relevant
sections.

-

-

Refer to Section 11.1.7.4 of Table 5.1.1. above for “Observation”
findings related to the commitments contained in the relevant
sections.

Refer to Section 11.1.7.4 of Table
5.1.1.

Refer
to
Section
11.1.7.4 of Table 5.1.1.

Refer to Section 11.1.7.4 of Table 5.1.1. above for “Undetermined”
findings relating to Nigel 2 related to the commitments contained in
the relevant sections.

Refer to Section 11.1.7.4 of Table
5.1.1.

Refer
to
Section
11.1.7.4 of Table 5.1.1.

Nigel 2:
During the site verification, it was observed that Nigel 2 dump is
surrounded by berms on the upstream side that appear to prevent
storm water from upstream from flowing into the site.

generator.

•

Inspect

storm

Limited storm water management structures were constructed at
Nigel 2, and consist of diversion berms. Mine personnel indicated that
the berms are visually inspected and should concerns be noted, it is
fixed. No concerns regarding the berms were noted during the site
inspection and were in a good condition.

water

management structures such as
berms, drains or trenches and if
necessary fixed or cleaned to
ensure

the

Month from
Oct to Mar.

ongoing

effectiveness of the storm water

However, this commitment specifically requires monthly (from
October to March) inspections of storm water management
structures. We were not provided with any evidence that these
inspections are carried out. Discussions with mine personnel
confirmed that the contractor has been engaged to rectify the concern
in accordance with the contract as provided for review.

management measure.

Water and soil pollution:
•

11.2.4.2

Power / Electricity

Repeated
spills and
occurring can
hydrocarbon
pollution of
water:

small
leaks
cause

acceptable

absorbent must be available

storm

Medium
significance.

Environmentally
where

diesel

located

for

generator
cleaning

LOM

is
any

potential spills.
•

The source of the spill must be
stopped and the spill contained,
cleaned up and disposed of

LOM

properly.

11.2.4.3

Administration

All
the
administration
requirements for the
other seven dumps
will be performed at
the administration
offices established
at Sub Nigel Mill.

All administration associated with
these 7 dumps will be carried out at
Sub

Nigel

Mill

operation.

For

management measures refer to

NA

Section 11.1.7.4
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No.

11.2.4.4

Aspect

Maintenance

Potential Impacts
Only
emergency
vehicle
maintenance will be
performed at the
other dump sites.
There will be no
workshop facilities.
If a vehicle has
broken down, a
qualified mechanic
will
perform
emergency
maintenance
on
site. As and when
this occurs, drip
trays will be used to
capture potential oil
leaks.
Scheduled
maintenance
of
vehicles will be
performed off site at
a
recognised
workshop.
The
potential impact of
oil
spills
from
emergency
maintenance is the
same as that for
power and electricity
above.

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

All maintenance associated with
these 7 dumps will be carried out at
Sub Nigel Mill operation. For
management measures refer to
Section 11.1.7.5. If a vehicle has
broken down, a qualified mechanic
will
perform
emergency
maintenance on site. As and when
this occurs, drip trays will be used to
capture
potential
oil
leaks.
Scheduled maintenance of vehicles
will be performed off site at a
recognised workshop.

NA
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Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

No machinery or vehicles are used at Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty
Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

Maintenance of machinery and equipment used at Nigel 2 is not
undertaken at Sub Nigel Mill. Mine personnel indicated that it is the
responsibility of the Manlind mining crew to service their vehicles. It
could not be determined where this machinery is serviced. Further,
we were not provided with inspection checklists, maintenance
records or similar evidence to determine if and where these vehicles
and machinery are serviced. Mine personnel confirmed that the
contractor has been engaged to rectify this in accordance to the
agreement as provided for review.

AfriSam is to ensure such is
available.

Short term

A portable toilet is available on site. Mine personnel indicated that the
toilet bucket is emptied when it is 75% full. Mine personnel further
indicated that should any spillages or odours be noted, the manager
is informed, and it is dealt with accordingly. No concerns regarding
spillages and odours were observed, and the toilet was in a good
condition.

-

-

No toilets are used at Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek,
Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

No waste is generated at Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek,
Vogels 3, WSSR and Vogels 2.

-

-

Haul
roads
maintenance of the
other sites is carried
out when mining is
occurring
at
a
specific dump.
Water and Odours:
Water Quality:
Should there be a
leak or a spillage of
the sewage

11.2.4.5

Sanitation
Facilities

this would manifest
as pollution in water
bodies:

Leaks and spills will
result in bad odours:
Low significance

Waste

A

Any
waste
generated
during
the working of any of
the other dumps will

responsible

person

must

check the level of sewage in the
chemical toilet.
o

If the toilet bucket is more
than 75% full, it must be

Weekly

emptied and replaced with

Low-medium
significance
Odour:

11.2.4.6

•

a new one immediately.
o

Any spillages / odours
must be cleaned and the
cause of the problem
rectified.

Waste from other dumps will be
incorporated
into
the
waste
management system established at
the Sub Nigel Mill operation; refer to

NA
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No.

6.1.3
No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

be incorporated into
the
waste
management
system established
at the Sub Nigel Mill
operation. There will
be
temporary
containers for both
domestic
and
industrial waste as
and when activities
are taking place at
the sites. This waste
will be disposed of
with
the
waste
created at Sub Nigel
Mill.

Section 11.1.7.8 for applicable
management measures. Temporary
waste receptacles will be available at
the dumps when they are being
mined for the temporary storage of
waste until it is transferred to Sub
Nigel Mill.

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

With small numbers of employees and few machinery on site, a
limited amount of waste is generated at Nigel 2. However, the waste
that is generated is handled by Manlind and not incorporated into the
waste management system at Sub Nigel Mill. No concerns regarding
waste management were identified.

-

-

Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

Environmental Management Associated with the Emergency Incidents and / or Accidents (Section 11.3 of the EMPr).
Aspect

Potential Impacts
The
impacts
associated
with
minor hydrocarbon
spills have been
evaluated
where
they may occur. It is
only the potential
impacts associated
with
a
major
hydrocarbon
spill
that are listed and
discussed below:
•

Hydrocarbon
Spills

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Soil, Surface & Ground water pollution.
Impacts will be reduced through the implementation of management measures for Prevention and Clean up:
Sub Nigel Mill:
Various pre-use inspection sheets were providing. From review of
these sheets, it was observed that daily inspections are carried out
on machinery at Sub Nigel, and include:
•

Category A items:
o

nuts, tyre pressure, stop blocks and brake test.

the

spill occurs on a

Prevention:

permeable

•

Implement

•
preventative

surface such as

maintenance on all vehicles,

soil).

earth moving equipment and the

Once

spilled,

the

plant (see Section 11.1.7.5).

Category B items:
o

See

battery.
•

Category C items:
o

will flow over a
to

infiltrate
they

the
before

can

contained.

be

Lifting mechanism, oil leaks, exhaust condition, radiator
clean, grease, clean and wash and clean air filter.

wide area and
begin

Joystick controls, strobe light, V-belt tension, control
valves, water level, engine oil level, hydraulic oil level and

S 11.1.7.5

hydrocarbons

soils

Seatbelts, reverse alarms, hand brake, foot brake,
steering, hooter, lights, mirrors, fire extinguisher, wheel

Pollution of soil
(assuming

11.3.1

Timeframe
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From review of the detailed Vehicle Service Log for Sub Nigel, it
was observed that vehicles are regularly services.
Nigel 2:
We were not provided with evidence to suggest that preventative
maintenance is undertaken on all vehicles, earth moving equipment
and the mobile plant at Nigel 2.

AfriSam is
available.

to

ensure

such

is

Short term

Dump Cluster 1: Environmental Audit Report contemplated in regulation 34 of the EIA Regulations, 2014 published in terms of the NEMA.
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Even once the
spill

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2:

is

contained,

No vehicles, earth moving equipment or mobile plants are
applicable to these dumps.

the

liquids will still
infiltrate

the

Sub Nigel Mill:

surface

on

Old oil, bulk diesels storage and other chemicals were observed to
be stored in bunded areas.

which they are
spilled until the
spill

result in a large

As previously described, the bundwall can contain 110% of the
capacity of the bulk fuel storage tank .
•

bunded area with the capacity to

being
contaminated
from one spill.

LOM

contain 110% of the volume
stored (see Section 11.1.7.5).

Nigel 2:
It is stressed that there are only a limited number of oil drums and
lubricants stored at Nigel 2. However, the commitment specifically
requires any oils or lubricants to be stored in bunded areas with the
capacity to contain 110% of the volume stored. This was not
observed at Nigel 2, therefore, a “Non-compliant” finding is
recorded. Mine personnel confirmed that the contractor has been
engaged to rectify the concern as per the agreement as provided
for review.

of

surface water –
on

surface

water

quality. If the
spill

is

cleaned

not

Sub Nigel Mill:

up

Refer to Section 11.1.7.6 for “Compliant” findings recorded in this
regard.

before the next
rain

storm or

•

Day-to-day management during

occurs during a

dispensing to be implemented,

rain storm, the

as described in Section 11.1.7.6

storm

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2:
There are no oils or lubricants stored at these dumps.

Potential

impact

Timeframe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

AfriSam is to ensure that the
contractor (Manlind) makes such
available.

Short term

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

All oils and lubricants are to be
contained within a concreted

volume of soils

pollution

Action to rectify

Sub Nigel Mill:

is

absorbed. This

•

Compliance review and rating
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LOM

Training records for the dispensing of fuel and spill kit training, in
the form of certificates issued to employees, were provided for
review. Accordingly, a “Compliant” finding is recorded.

water
Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2:

flowing over the
spill area will

Fuel dispensing is not applicable to these dumps.

become
polluted. If this

Sub Nigel Mill:

water

A spill kit is located at the workshop that is in close proximity to the
fuel dispensing area.

-

Nigel 2:
No absorbent material was observed at Nigel 2.

AfriSam is to ensure
available at Nigel 2.

Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2:

-

-

-

-

is

not

contained,

the

polluted

water

•

Environmentally

acceptable

may leave the

absorbent must be available at

site and pollute

locations where potential spills

surface

may occur.

water

LOM

resources
outside

the

such

is

Short term

Absorbent materials are not applicable to these dumps.

mining area.
Clean up:

In the event
of a spill.

No concerns were noted in this regard. The Spill Response training
procedure was also provided for review.
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures
•

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

In the event
of a spill.

-

-

In the event
of a spill.

-

-

In the event
of a spill.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The source of the spill must be
stopped and the spill contained.

•

All contaminated material must
be lifted and stored in containers
that do not leak (the type of
container will be determine by
the volume of contaminated
material to be stored).

•

Dispose

of

contaminated

material by one of the following
methods:
o

Transportation to a

o

Disposed as hazardous

bioremediation site. OR
waste:
•

Keep a record of the collection
and ensure:
o

The bioremediation facility
provides proof of
acceptance and treatment.

o

The hazardous waste
disposal company provides
proof of disposal at a
suitably licensed facility.

Soil, Surface & Ground water pollution:
Impacts will be reduced through the implementation of management measures for Prevention and Clean up:
Sub Nigel Mill:
Prevention:
•

11.3.2

Bursting
Tanks

Diesel

The impacts of a
bursting diesel tank
are the same as
those
associated
with
a
large
hydrocarbon
spillage.

Refer to Section 11.1.7.6 for “Compliant” findings recorded in this
regard.

Management measures as per
Section

11.1.7.6

to

be

LOM
Nigel Mill, Sub-Nigel betty Shaft, Mill Creek, Vogels 3, WSSR and
Vogels 2:

implemented.

Fuel dispensing is not applicable to these dumps.
Clean Up:
•

The source of the spill must be

In the event
of a spill.

stopped and the spill contained.
•

Organise for the remaining fuel
in the tank to be pumped out.

•

In the event
of a spill.

This commitment is interpreted to refer to bursting diesel tanks.
Mine personnel indicated that no diesel tank had burst.

If the maintenance of the tank is
responsibility of the supplier,
contact the emergency number

Immediately

Dump Cluster 1: Environmental Audit Report contemplated in regulation 34 of the EIA Regulations, 2014 published in terms of the NEMA.
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures
they provide and facilitate the

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating
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Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

clean up operation.
•

If the maintenance of the tank is
responsibility

of

the

mine,

contact a reputable company to
undertake

the

clean

Immediately

up

operation.
1. General:
•

All employees will undergo fire
safety training conducted by a

Annually

Basic fire fighting training is provided to the employees with
examples of the issued certificates provided for review.

-

-

Quarterly

Discussions with mine personnel as well as a review of a
presentation dated 03May 2019 confirmed that fire drills are
conducted.

-

-

Non-smoking signs were observed during the site inspection.

-

-

Fire breaks in the form of roads are in place around the perimeter
of the dumps and thus act as a firebreak.

-

-

No concerns regarding vegetation around buildings were observed.

-

-

Mine personnel indicated that no veld fires occurred during the audit
review period.

-

-

Fire extinguishers are readily available throughout the site and
maintained by a qualified person.

-

-

AfriSam takes not of this condition.

-

-

competent person.
•

Fire drills will be conducted to
practice and perfect response,
minimising

The
impacts
associated with a
fire include:
•

Smoke

/

•

to

•

The potential for the spread of
veld fires will be reduced by:
o

Having fire breaks around
the perimeter of the mining

erosion
Damage

o

and

Cutting vegetation from
around buildings.

equipment.
Pollution

of

water used for

•

through

the

Immediately

Building Fires;

increase in the
load

All veld fires must be reported to
the emergency services.

fighting

sediment

Annually –
end of
summer.

area.

to

structures

fire

LOM

Veld Fires:

encouraging

•

and

communicated to staff within the

potentially

•

demarcated

mining area.

Damage
habitats

Fire

and

All non-smoking areas will be
clearly

Air

vegetation and

11.3.3.

safety

environment impacts.

pollution
•

the

•

Fire

extinguishers

to

be

available in all buildings:

in the water.
o

Fire extinguishers

LOM
Annually

maintained by a qualified
person.
•

If the fire cannot be controlled by
the person who discovers the
fire, it will be reported to the
emergency services.

Immediately
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6.1.4
No.
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Environmental Management for Concurrent Rehabilitation (Section 11.4 of the EMPr).
Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Water

General - Concurrent Rehabilitation

Pollution

(reduced):

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

By end 2011.

An estimated 73 000 tonnes and 6 100 tonnes of minable material
remains on Vogels 2 and Vogels 3, respectively. Vogel 2 and Vogel
3 have not been rehabilitated, therefore, there was no report back
conducted.

Action to rectify

Timeframe

Once rehabilitation activities have

Once rehabilitation is

been conducted.

complete.

-

-

Plan:

Through

the

vegetation

•

Report back on success of

of

rehabilitation

exposed area, there

implemented

is less likely to be

“Lessons Learned”.

activities
at

Vogels

–

implement

a

high sediment load
runoff during storm
events:
Medium
significance.
Dust (reduced):
Less exposed areas
results in less dust

General
11.4

Concurrent
Rehabilitation
Plan:

–

•

Develop

and

generated from the

Concurrent Rehabilitation Plan

site during the windy

(CRP) that must (at a minimum)

months:

include

significance.

o

o
A rehabilitated mine
more

Map of areas proposed for
rehabilitation.

Visual Improvement:

Rehabilitation activities
proposed, such as:

visually



appealing:

Species to be used;
and

Medium



significance.
Alien

following

information:

Medium

is

the

Time frames for
activities.

Vegetation

o

Monitoring of re-vegetated
areas (including map and

Removal:

timeframes).
The removal of alien
vegetation

allows

indigenous species
to

establish

eradicate
negative

the
impacts

associated
alien vegetation:
Medium
significance.

and

with

o

Alien vegetation removal
and control

By end 2011.

From review of the report Dump Cluster 1 – Rehabilitation,
Decommissioning and Closure Plan, dated October 2016 and
prepared by Shangoni Management Services, it was observed that
a rehabilitation plan, final rehabilitation, decommissioning and
closure plan was compiled for Dump Cluster 1.
Concurrent rehabilitation is currently not applicable as not all of the
dumps are are currently active. Further, concurrent rehabilitation is
not possible on active dumps unless sufficient areas behind the
active working areas is available. Site observations did not identify
any such areas.
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6.1.5
No.
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Management Measures regarding Socio-economic Aspects (Section 11.5 of the EMPr).
Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timeframe

Compliance review and rating

Action to rectify

Timeframe

LOM

Although aspects relating to the SLP were not audited, mine
personnel indicated that it is being implemented. A provisional
“Compliant” finding is noted.

-

-

LOM

A review of the document Complaints register, confirmed that a
complaints register has been implemented.

-

-

LOM

A community stakeholder meeting was held on 20 February 2020,
with he attendance register provided for review.

-

-

During

The mine employs people from the neighbouring communities and
provides ongoing training to all employees with respect to their
particular job.

-

-

Mine personnel indicated that LED projects contained within the
approved SLP are implemented. A provisional “Compliant” finding
is noted.

-

-

Action to rectify

Timeframe

-

-

-

-

General:
•

Implement

the

Social

and

Labour Plan

•

Implement complaints register

•

Implement annual consultation
process

Management
11.5

Measures
regarding

Socio-

N/A

economic Aspects

Jobs:
•

First preference should be given
to community around the mining

recruitment

area with required skills.
Social Responsibility:
•

The mine will support LED
projects that will contribute to
development,

upliftment

and

LOM

rebuilding of those communities
where Cluster 1 operations are
located.

6.1.6
No.

Management Measures for Decommissioning and Closure (Section 11.6 of the EMPr)
Aspect

Management
11.6

Measures

for

Decommissioning
and Closure

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Jobs:

The mine will start to address closure
requirements in details, five year
prior to the predicted time of closure
of the mine (based on availability ore
reserves), in a closure plan that will
contain:

Community:
Most
employees are from
within
the
surrounding
community.
Regional: Sub Nigel
operation has 17
permanent
employees with 170
dependants (S&LP:
2008).

•

Timeframe

A description of the closure
objectives and how these relate
to the mine operation and its
environmental
setting.

and

social

Compliance review and rating

Five

years

prior

to

closure

Mine personnel indicated that Dump Cluster 1 is not within 5 years
of decommissioning.

Dump Cluster 1: Environmental Audit Report contemplated in regulation 34 of the EIA Regulations, 2014 published in terms of the NEMA.
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No.

Aspect

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

High Significance

•

A

plan

Timeframe

contemplated

regulation 2(2) showing the land

The majority
of
financial benefits of
procurement spent
by the operation
spent its budget on
service
providers
within
Ekurhuleni
area.

or area under closure.

regulatory

•

A feasibility study
investigating
the
possibility of coordinating
the
farming venture with
a
chicken
processing venture
for
frozen
and
vacuum
packed
chicken.
These will contribute
to
development,
upliftment
and
rebuilding of those
communities.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

current

requirements

and

A summary of studies that
potential

residual

impacts

resulting

or

latent

from

the

operation.
•

A summary of the progressive
rehabilitation

already

undertaken by the mine.
•

for

Provide funds for
expansion of broiler
chicken facility and
training in support
functions.

the

-

address the details of any

Social responsibility:

Provide funds
bakery
infrastructure.

of

Timeframe

conditions for closure.

Medium
significance.

Afrisam
will
be
supporting
the
community through
LED projects that
will focus on the
following:

A summary

Action to rectify

in

Mine procurement:

•

Compliance review and rating
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A description of the methods to
decommission

each

mining

component and the mitigation or
management strategy proposed
to avoid, minimize and manage
residual or latent impacts.
•

Details

of

any

long

term

management and maintenance
expected.
•

Details of the financial provision
for

monitoring,

maintenance

and post closure management.
•

See Section 13 for a summary
of the activities required to be
implemented to leave the site in
line with closure objectives.

•

A plan describing the final land
use proposal and arrangement

Mine personnel indicated that Dump Cluster 1 is not within 5 years
of decommissioning.

for the site.
•

A record of landowners and
interested and affected persons
consulted and how the views
raised will be considered when
finalising closure plans

•

Technical appendices, if any.
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7.

Discussion of results

7.1

Adequacy and compliance to the EMPr

7.1.1
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Adequacy of Dump Cluster 1 Environmental Impact Assessment and
Environmental Management Programme, dated 2012.

The Dump Cluster 1 EMPr was assessed not only for the Dump Cluster 1’s compliance towards the
commitments of the EMPr, but also assessed for the applicability of the commitments as contained
within the EMPr and the adequacy of the EMPr. From a review of the EMPr, the auditor is of opinion
that it sufficiently provides for the avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts
associated with the undertaking of the activity on an on-going basis and sufficiently provide for the
avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the closure of the
facility.

7.1.2

Compliance with the provisions of the Dump Cluster 1 Environmental Impact
Assessment and Environmental Management Programme, dated 2012.

Chapter 6 provides the non-compliances as recorded against the specific mitigation measures. A
summary of the key concerns is provided below:
•

Although a water balance diagram was provided, it appears that the water balance is not updated
monthly, as specifically required by the relevant commitment. Mining temporarily ceased since
March 2020 and water is not currently used in the process, however, water was still used for a large
part of the audit review period.

•

Timeframes for bin inspections are not stipulated in the Waste Management Plan (“WMP”). Further,
bins are not colour coded. It is, however, emphasized that there are currently very limited amounts
of waste being produced.

•

From review of historic imagery in Google Earth, it was observed that a portion of Nigel 2 was
extended beyond its approved mining right and disturbed state.

•

No dust suppression system was observed on site. It is, therefore, considered that dust suppression
is not implemented at the Nigel 2, including at the initial tipping and transfer points.

•

Mine personnel indicated that trucks are visually inspected at Nigel 2 to ensure that they are not
overloaded, and that truck volumes or weighbridges are not used.

•

No absorbent material was observed at Nigel 2.

•

It is stressed that there are only a limited number of oil drums and lubricants stored at Nigel 2.
However, the relevant commitment specifically requires any oils or lubricants to be stored in bunded
areas with the capacity to contain 110% of the volume stored. This was not observed at Nigel 2.

•

Fire breaks around the perimeter of the mining areas have not been created, as specifically required
by the relevant commitment.

Compliance status
The table below provides a summary of the status of compliance of AfriSam’s compliance to the Dump
Cluster 1 EMPr commitments verified. Note that this summary only provides for the compliant and non-
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compliant findings and doesn’t take the other findings into account5. Further, summary does not take
in consideration the significance of non-compliances.

Compliance status

Rating

Compliant

Non-Compliant

Total

8.

Total

Percentage

137

93%

10

7%

147

100.0%

Conclusion

This environmental audit report was compiled to comply with the relevant legislative requirements of
the NEMA and the respective regulations thereunder. It is the main purpose of this document to report
on both the compliance with, and the appropriateness and adequacy of the EMPr as applicable.
AfriSam Dump Cluster 1 is committed to continual improvement to meet the requirements of the
prevention / containment of pollution and such commitments are demonstrated through the high level
of compliance against the commitments of the EMPr. There are no EMPr adequacy shortcomings
identified that require a review of the EMPr.

5

The detailed compliance summary is as follows:

•

Compliant

137

68%

•

Observation

9

4%

•

Non-compliant

10

5%

•

Not applicable

32

16%

•

Undetermined

12

6%

•

Noted

1

0%

•

Total

201

100%
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Disclaimer

This report has been produced by Shangoni Management Services (Pty) Ltd., (“Shangoni”) with the skill
and care ordinarily exercised by a reasonable Environmental Consultant at the time the services were
performed. Further, and in particular, the Services were performed by Shangoni taking into account the
limits of the scope of works required by the Client, the time scale involved and the resources, including
financial and manpower resources. None of the work performed during this project shall constitute or
be represented as a legal opinion of any kind or nature, but shall be a representation of the findings.
No warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied, are included in or intended by the report, except
that it has been prepared in accordance with the current generally accepted practices and standards
consistent with the level of care and skill exercised under similar circumstances by professional
consultants or firms that perform the same or similar services. Any reference to legislation in this report
should not be perceived as a substitute for the provisions of such legislation. In the event of any
inconsistency between this document and such legislation, the latter would prevail.
Whilst every endeavour has been made by the Shangoni to ensure that information provided is correct
and relevant, this report is, of necessity, based on information that could reasonably have been sourced
within the time period allocated to the assessment, and is, furthermore, of necessity, dependent on
information provided by management and/or its representatives. It should, accordingly, not be assumed
that all possible and applicable findings, observations and/or measures are included in this report as
this report represents a sample of assessable parameters. As a subsequent event, should additional
information become available, Shangoni reserves the right to amend its findings, observations,
measures and executive summary.

10. Declaration of independence
Shangoni hereby declares that it is an independent auditor in that it has no business, financial, personal
or other interest in this project in respect of which Shangoni is appointed. Furthermore, no
circumstances exist that may compromise the objectivity of Shangoni, excluding fair remuneration for
work performed in connection with this environmental audit.
Report

compiled

Report reviewed by:

by:

Ashley Miller

Brian Hayes (Pr Eng)

